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Abstract
Listening to music and perceiving its structure is a fairly easy task for humans, even for listeners
without formal musical training. For example, we can notice changes of notes, chords and keys,
though we might not be able to name them (segmentation based on tonality and harmonic
analysis); we can parse a musical piece into phrases or sections (segmentation based on recurrent
structural analysis); we can identify and memorize the main themes or the catchiest parts - hooks
- of a piece (summarization based on hook analysis); we can detect the most informative musical
parts for making certain judgments (detection of salience for classification). However, building
computational models to mimic these processes is a hard problem. Furthermore, the amount of
digital music that has been generated and stored has already become unfathomable. How to
efficiently store and retrieve the digital content is an important real-world problem.
This dissertation presents our research on automatic music segmentation, summarization and
classification using a framework combining music cognition, machine leaming and signal
processing. It will inquire scientifically into the nature of human perception of music, and offer a
practical solution to difficult problems of machine intelligence for automatic musical content
analysis and pattern discovery.
Specifically, for segmentation, an HMM-based approach will be used for key change and chord
change detection; and a method for detecting the self-similarity property using approximate
pattern matching will be presented for recurrent structural analysis. For summarization, we will
investigate the locations where the catchiest parts of a musical piece normally appear and develop
strategies for automatically generating music thumbnails based on this analysis. For musical
salience detection, we will examine methods for weighting the importance of musical segments
based on the confidence of classification. Two classification techniques and their definitions of
confidence will be explored. The effectiveness of all our methods will be demonstrated by
quantitative evaluations and/or human experiments on complex real-world musical stimuli.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Listening to music and perceiving its structure is a fairly easy task for humans, even for listeners
without formal musical training. For example, we can notice changes of notes, chords and keys,
though we might not be able to name them (tonality and harmonic analysis); we can parse a
musical piece into phrases or sections (recurrent structural analysis); we can identify and
memorize main themes or hooks of a piece (summarization); we can detect the most informative
musical parts for making certain judgments (detection of salience for classification). However,
building computational models to mimic this process is a hard problem. Furthermore, the amount
of digital music that has been generated and stored has already become unfathomable. How to
efficiently store and retrieve the digital content is an important real-world problem.
This dissertation presents our research on automatic music segmentation, summarization and
classification using the framework combining music cognition, machine learning and signal
processing. It will inquire scientifically into the nature of human perception of music, and offer a
practical solution to difficult problems of machine intelligence for automatic musical content
analysis and pattern discovery.
In particular, the computational models will automate the analysis of the following: What is the
progression of chords and keys underlying the surface of notes? What is the recurrent structure of
a piece? What are the repetitive properties of music at different levels, which are organized in a
hierarchical way? What is the relation between the musical parts and the whole? Which parts are
most "informative" for the listeners to make judgments? What are the most "representative" parts
that make the piece unique or memorable?
Solutions to these problems should benefit intelligent music editing systems and music
information retrieval systems for indexing, locating and searching for music. For example,
consider the following scenarios: A system can segment a musical recording phrase-by-phrase or
section-by-section and present the result for users to quickly locate the part they are interested in;
A system can analyze the tonality, harmony and form of a musical piece for musical instruction; A
system can generate a twenty-second thumbnail of a musical piece and present it to the customers
for them to decide whether they would like to buy the whole piece; A system can identify the
characteristics of an artist by "hearing" a collection of his works and comparing them to works by
other artists for aesthetic analysis or copyright protection. These are some of the scenarios in
which our proposed models can be employed.
The topics are also closely related to music understanding, human mental representations of
music, musical memory, and the attentive listening process. Successful computational models to
mimic the perception of musical structure will contribute to the study of music understanding and
cognition.
First, music inherently contains large amounts of structure. Perception and analysis of structure is
essential for understanding music. Some of the tasks addressed in this dissertation are very similar
to the tasks in natural language understanding, where the semantic meaning of language is
supported by a hierarchically organized structure based on words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs;
and some key points typically need to be emphasized by being repeated and put at some
structurally accentuated locations.
Second, it is still unclear why some music or part of music is more memorable than another. It
should not be coincident that almost all genres of music in the world have some kind of
repetitions. One explanation is the close relationship between poetry and music: music is a way of
adding more dimensions to poems though variations of pitches and time, while poems have
repetitions. But still it does not explain why repetition is so important for these forms of art. Our
hypothesis is that repetition adds more redundancy of information, which can reduce the
processing of human brain and relieve some mental resources for other aesthetic purposes. That
probably is in part what allows music to make humans more emotionally involved and immersed.
Third, this dissertation is, to some extent, all about the relation between part and whole. It will talk
about various kinds of segmentations, based on key changes, chord changes, repetitions,
representativeness of phrases, and categorical salience of phrases, etc., since only when we can
chunk the whole into parts and look closely into their relations, we can really understand how
music works.
Fourth, similarity is an important concept in cognition. "We live by comparisons, similarities and
dissimilarities, equivalences and differences." (R. D. Laing) Making judgment of difference or
similarity by comparison is our primary way of learning. This dissertation is also related to
musical similarity. Various models of musical similarity have been employed for different
purposes, including geometric models, alignment-based models, statistical models, and
multidimensional scaling. This is reasonable, since the famous Ugly Duckling Theorem reveals
that "there is no problem-independent or privileged or 'best' set of features or feature attributes;
even the apparently simple notion of similarity between patterns is fundamentally based on
implicit assumptions about the problem domain." (Duda, 2001) The human mind is quite good at
combining different models for comparing things.
1.1 Contributions
The main contribution of this dissertation is two-fold: a set of algorithms and techniques for real-
world problems in building intelligent music systems; findings and hints we can obtain for the
study of human perception of musical structure and meaning.
This dissertation proposes a novel framework for music segmentation. First, a Hidden Markov
Model based method is employed for detecting key or chord changes as well as identifying keys or
chords. This is different from most previous approaches that attempted to do key or chord
detection without considering segmentation. Additionally, some but a limited amount of prior
musical knowledge is incorporated in the system to solve the problem due to lack of enough
training data.
Second, a Dynamic Time Warping based method is proposed for detecting the recurrent structure
and self-similarity of music and parsing a piece into sections. This is probably the first attempt of
building a system to give the overall formal structure of music from acoustic signals; previous
research typically tried to find only the most repeated patterns. The ultimate goal of this research
would be to derive the hierarchical structure of music, which is also addressed in the dissertation.
Comprehensive metrics for evaluating music segmentation are proposed, while most previous
research had only one or two examples for demonstrating the promise of their methods rather than
quantitative evaluations.
Besides segmentation, a novel method for music summarization based on the recurrent structural
analysis is proposed. An online human experiment is conducted to set up the ground truth for
music summarization. The results are used in this dissertation to develop strategies for
summarization and can be used in the future for further investigation of the problem.
Finally, this dissertation proposes a new problem - musical salience for classification - and
corresponding methods that detect the most "informative" part of music for making certain
judgments. What "informative" means really depends on the tasks - listeners pay attention to
different parts of music depending on what kind of information they want to obtain during the
listening process. We explore how musical parts are weighted differently for different
classification tasks and whether the weighting is consistent with human intuition.
In general, our approach has been applying psychoacoustic and music cognition principles as
bases, and employing musical signal processing and machine learning techniques as front-end
tools for developing representations and algorithms to mimic various aspects of human music
listening process. We also focus on listeners without professional training. This implies that "real"
musical signals will be the main stimuli in the structural analysis studies and only a limited
amount of prior musical knowledge will be employed in the processing.
1.2 Overview and Organizations
This dissertation consists of four correlated components for automated analysis of musical
structure from acoustic signals: tonality analysis, recurrent structural analysis, hook analysis and
salience analysis, mainly for three types of applications - segmentation, summarization and
classification. Only a limited amount of prior musical knowledge and patterns extracted from
symbolic musical data (i.e., musical scores) will be employed to help build models - either
statistical models such as Hidden Markov Models for key/chord detection and discriminative
models for classification, or rule-based models such as approximate pattern matching for self-
similarity analysis and structural accentuation for thumbnailing. Figure 1-1 shows an overview of
the dissertation.
Symbolic musical data Musical knowledge
Key detection * Recurrent structural analysis
Chord detection Hook analysis Dete ncoer musica
Structure of musical signals
Figure 1-1: Overview of the dissertation.
Accordingly, the remainder of this dissertation is organized along the following chapters: Chapter
2 provides background material of our research, highlighting other studies that we consider most
relevant to our goals within the fields of music cognition, musical signal processing, and music
information retrieval systems.
In Chapter 3, we describe the system used for tonality and harmonic analysis of music using a
probabilistic Hidden Markov Model. It can detect key changes or chord changes with a limited
amount of prior musical knowledge. Evaluation methods for music segmentation are also
proposed in this chapter.
Chapter 4 presents the system used to detect the recurrent structure of music using dynamic time
warping and techniques for self-similarity analysis. It can parse a musical piece into sections and
detect the form of it.
Based on the result from chapter 4, chapter 5 proposes strategies for music summarization. An
online human experiment is conducted to investigate various problems involved in music
summarization and set up a ground truth for developing and evaluating different summarization
strategies.
Chapter 6 is related to a problem called musical salience for classification. We describe the
problem, present our approach, and demonstrate our theory by experimental results.
We conclude with Chapter 7, in which we evaluate the potential of the framework and discuss
some of the system's inherent limitations. We also suggest potential improvements to the
framework as well as some general directions for future research.
Additionally, this dissertation with all the sound examples and data sets is online at
http://web.media.mit.edu/-chaiwei/thesisWeb/.
Chapter 2 Background
We begin with a short explanation of musical structure emphasizing the music cognition
perspective. Following that, we briefly summarize previous and current research on musical signal
processing and music information retrieval systems, providing relevant techniques and application
contexts related to this dissertation.
2.1 Musical Structure and Meaning
Music inherently contains large amounts of structure. For example, melodic structure and chord
structure emphasize the pitch relation between simultaneous or sequential components; formal
structure and rhythmic structure emphasize the temporal relation between musical segments. The
relation between "surface structure" and "deep structure" of music has also been analyzed
(Deliege, 1996). Although it is not clear why humans need music, theories have suggested that
hearing the structure of music plays an important role in satisfying this need.
Most adults have some childlike fascination for making and arranging larger structures out of
smaller ones. One kind of musical understanding involves building large mental structures
out of smaller, musical parts. Perhaps the drive to build those mental music structures is the
same one that makes us try to understand the world. (Minsky, 1989)
Thus, music is, in a sense, a mental game for humans, in which we learn to perceive and construct
complex structures, especially temporal structures. The music listening process is the one in which
we analyze, understand and memorize the musical structure.
One of the primary ways in which both musicians and non-musicians understand music is
through the perception of musical structure. This term refers to the understanding received by
a listener that a piece of music is not static, but evolves and changes over time. Perception of
musical structure is deeply interwoven with memory for music and music understanding at the
highest levels, yet it is not clear what features are used to convey structure in the acoustic
signal or what representations are used to maintain it mentally. (Scheirer, 1998)
In general, perception and analysis of structure is essential for understanding meanings of things.
Minsky (1989) stated that "a thing has meaning only after we have learned some ways to represent
and process what it means, or to understand its parts and how they are put together." In natural
languages, the syntax of an expression forms a structure, on which meaning is superimposed.
Music is also organized in a way through which musicians convey certain meanings and listeners
can perceive them, though, unlike natural languages, the meaning of music is more subjective,
auto-referential and not easily describable in words. Music has a more direct connection to human
emotion than a natural language does; and musical structure is the carrier of the emotional
meaning and the expressive power of music. It is the articulate form of music (perceived via
various surface cues such as tempo, dynamics, texture) that makes musical sound vivid, expressive
and meaningful.
Analysis of musical structure is a fairly broad topic. Our research will focus on building
computational models for automating the analysis of the sequential grouping structure of music,
including parsing music into parts at various levels, extracting recurrent patterns, exploring the
relation between musical parts, and finding the most informative or representative musical parts
based on different tasks. In addition, tonality and harmonic structure will also be addressed in the
dissertation. Other important aspects related to musical structure, such as metrical structure,
melodic structure, sound texture/simultaneous grouping, and emotional meanings of music, will
not be the main concerns in the dissertation.
2.2 Musical Signal Processing
2.2.1 Pitch Tracking and Automatic Transcription
Pitch is a perceptual concept, though in normal context monophonic pitch tracking means finding
the fundamental frequency ( fo) of the acoustic signal. The monophonic pitch tracking algorithms
can be divided into three categories (Rabiner, 1976) (Roads, 1994):
Time domain algorithms, which operate directly on the waveform to estimate the pitch period.
Classical algorithms include zero-crossing periodicity detector, peak periodicity detector,
autocorrelation pitch detector, etc.
Frequency domain algorithms, which use the property that if the signal is periodic in the time
domain, then the frequency spectrum of the signal will consist of a series of impulses at the
fundamental frequency and its harmonics. Classical algorithms include Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) based pitch detector, adaptive filter pitch detector, tracking phase vocoder
analysis, cepstrum analysis, etc.
Time- andfrequency-domain algorithms, which incorporate features of both the time-domain and
the frequency-domain approaches to pitch tracking. For example, a hybrid pitch tracker might use
frequency-domain techniques to provide a spectrally flattened time waveform, and then use
autocorrelation measurements to estimate the pitch period.
Automatic transcription, which attempts to transcribe acoustic musical signals into score-based
representations, involves polyphonic pitch tracking and harmonic analysis. Although the whole
problem is not completely solved, several algorithms for multiple-pitch estimation have been
proposed (Jbira, 2000) (Klapuri, 2000) (Sterian, 2000).
2.2.2 Tempo and Beat Tracking
Tempo and beat tracking from acoustic musical signals is very important for musical analysis.
Goto (2001) attempted to infer the hierarchical beat structure of music based on the onset times of
notes, chord changes and drum patterns. Laroche (2001) did transient analysis on the musical
signal first and then used a probabilistic model to find the most likely tempo and beat locations.
Scheirer (1998) employed comb filters to detect the periodicities in each frequency range and
combined the results to infer the beats.
2.2.3 Representations of Musical Signals
Various representations have been proposed for musical signals. The time-domain representation
(waveform) and frequency-domain (STFT or spectrogram) representation are the very basic and
most widely used ones. Some variations to spectrogram split the frequency range unevenly. For
example, constant-Q and cochlear filter bank are designed for simulating the human auditory
system. Chromagram is specifically employed for musical signals; it combines the frequency
components belonging to the same pitch class and results in a 12-dimensional representation
(corresponding to C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A#, B). Autocorrelogram allows simultaneous
representation of pitch and spectral shape for multiple harmonic sounds.
For musical signals, the result of automatic transcription, such as pitch or beat estimation
sequence, can serve as a mid-level representation. Foote (1999, 2000) proposed a representation
called similarity matrix for visualizing and analyzing the structure of music. Each cell in the
matrix denotes the similarity between a pair of frames in the musical signal.
Finally, many timbre-related features have been proposed for analyzing musical or instrumental
sounds (Martin, 1999), such as spectral centroid, spectral irregularity, pitch range, centroid
modulation, relative onset time of partial frequencies, etc.
2.2.4 Music Matching
Many music applications, such as query-by-humming and audio fingerprinting, need to align two
musical sequences (either in symbolic or in acoustic format). To tolerate the time flexibility of
music, dynamic time warping and hidden Markov models are widely used for aligning speech
signals as well as musical signals. Other methods attempted to take rhythm into account in the
alignment (Chai, 2001) (Yang, 2001).
2.3 Music Information Retrieval
With the emergence of digital music on the Internet, automating access to music information
through the use of computers has intrigued music fans, librarians, computer scientists, information
scientists, engineers, musicologists, cognitive scientists, music psychologists, business managers
and so on. However, current methods and techniques for building real-world music information
retrieval systems are far from satisfactory.
The dilemma was pointed out by Huron (2000). Music librarians and cataloguers have
traditionally created indexes that allow users to access musical works using standard reference
information, such as the name of the composer and the title of the work. While this basic
information remains important, these standard reference tags have surprisingly limited
applicability in most music-related queries.
Music is used for an extraordinary variety of purposes: the military commander seeks music that
can motivate the soldiers; the restaurateur seeks music that targets certain clientele; the aerobics
instructor seeks music of a certain tempo; the film director seeks music conveying a certain mood;
an advertiser seeks a tune that is highly memorable; the physiotherapist seeks music that helps
provide emotional regulation to a patient; the truck driver seeks music that will keep him alert; the
music lover seeks music that can entertain him. Although there are many other uses for music,
music's preeminent functions are social, emotional and psychological. The most useful retrieval
methods are those that can facilitate searching according to such social, emotional and
psychological functions. In fact, an international standard called MPEG7 has been proposed to
standardize the metadata for multimedia content and make the retrieval methods more effective.
This section summarizes the status of current research in the field of music information retrieval.
2.3.1 Music Searching and Query by Examples
Music information retrieval systems help provide the users a way to search for music based on its
content rather than the reference information. In other words, the system should be able to judge
what is similar to the presented query. Retrieving audio based on timbre similarity was studied by
Wold (1996), Foote (1999) and Aucouturier (2002). For music, some systems attempted to search
for symbolic music based on a hummed tune, called Query-by-humming systems (Ghias, 1995;
McNab, 1996; Chai, 2001). Some other systems were developed to retrieve musical recordings
based on MIDI data (Shalev-Shwartz, 2002), or based on a short clip of a musical recording
(Yang, 2001; Haitsma, 2001). Various audio matching techniques were applied to these systems.
In addition, there were studies on query-by-rhythm systems (Foote, 2002). Systems that attempt to
combine various aspects of musical similarity for retrieval have also been built. The Cuidado
Music Browser (Pachet, 2004) is such a system that can extract the editorial and acoustic metadata
from musical signals and retrieve the musical content based on acoustic and cultural similarities.
2.3.2 Music Classification
Music classification is another popular topic in the field of music information retrieval. Some of
the research used symbolic data. For example, Dannenberg (1997) presented his work for
performance style classification using MIDI data. Chai (2001) conducted an experiment of
classifying folk music from different countries based on melodic information using hidden
Markov models (HMMs).
The acoustic musical signals were directly used for classification as well. One typical method is to
segment the musical signal into frames, classify each frame using various features (e.g., FFT,
MFCC, LPC, perceptual filterbank) and different machine learning techniques (e.g., Support
Vector Machines, Gaussian Mixture Models, k-NN, TreeQ, Neural Networks), and then assign the
piece to the class to which most of the frames belong. This technique works fairly well for timbre-
related classifications. Pye (2000) and Tzanetakis (2002) studied genre classification. Whitman
(2001), Berenzweig (2001, 2002) and Kim (2002) investigated artist/singer classification. In
addition to this frame-based classification framework, some other research on music classification
attempted to use features of the whole musical piece for emotion detection (Liu, 2003), or use
models capturing the dynamic of the piece (Explicit Time Modelling with Neural Network and
Hidden Markov Models) for genre classification (Soltau, 1998).
2.3.3 Music Segmentation and Summarization
Music summarization (or music thumbnailing) aims at finding the most representative part, often
assumed to be the most frequently repeated section, of a musical piece. Pop/rock music was often
used for investigating this problem. Some research (Hsu, 2001) on music thumbnailing dealt with
symbolic musical data (e.g., MIDI files and scores). There have also been studies on thumbnailing
of acoustic musical signals. Logan (2000) attempted to use a clustering technique or Hidden
Markov Models to find key phrases of songs. Bartsch (2001) used the similarity matrix and
chroma-based features for music thumbnailing. A variation of the similarity matrix was also
proposed for music thumbnailing (Peeters, 2002).
Dannenberg (2002) presented a method to automatically detect the repeated patterns of musical
signals. The process consists of searching for similar segments in a musical piece, forming clusters
of similar segments, and explaining the musical structure in terms of these clusters. Although the
promise of this method was demonstrated by several examples, there was no quantitative
evaluation of the method in their paper. Furthermore, it could only give the repeated patterns
rather than an overall formal structure of the piece or a semantic segmentation.
A topic closely related to music thumbnailing is music segmentation. Most previous research in
this area attempted to segment musical pieces by detecting the locations where significant changes
of statistical properties occur (Aucouturier, 2001). This method is more appropriate for
segmenting local events rather than segmenting the semantic components within the global
structure.
Chapter 3 Tonality and Harmony Analysis
Tonality is an important aspect of musical structure. It describes the relationships between the
elements of melody and harmony - tones, intervals, chords, and scales - to give the listeners the
sense of tonal center. The tonality of music has also been proven to have an impact on the
listener's emotional response of music. Furthermore, chords are important harmonic building
blocks of tonality. Much literature attempts to analyze the musical structure in terms of chords and
chord progression in a way similar to analyzing semantic structure of language in terms of words
and grammar.
From the practical perspective, tonality and harmony analysis is a critical step for semantic
segmentation of music and detection of repeated patterns in music (shown in Chapter 4), which are
important for intelligent music editing, indexing and searching. Therefore, this chapter presents an
HMM-based generative model for automatic analysis of tonality and harmonic structure of music.
3.1 Chromagram - A Representation for Musical Signals
The chromagram, also called the Pitch Class Profile features (PCP), is a frame-based
representation of audio, very similar to Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT). It combines the
frequency components in STFT belonging to the same pitch class (i.e., octave folding) and results
in a 12-dimensional representation, corresponding to C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A#, B in
music, or a generalized version of 24-dimensional representation for higher resolution and better
control of noise floor. (Sheh, 2003)
Specifically, for the 24-dimensional representation, let XSTFT [K,n] denote the magnitude
spectrogram of signal x[n], where 0 K NFFT - 1 is the frequency index, NFFT is the FFT
length. The chromagram of x[n] is
XPCPKn] XSTFT[K,n] (3-1)
K: P(K)=K
The spectral warping between frequency index K in STFT and frequency index K in PCP is
P(K) = [24-log,( K / NFFT -f, I fl)] mod 24 (3-2)
where f, is the sampling rate, f1 is the reference frequency corresponding to a note in the
standard tuning system, for example, MIDI note C3 (32.7Hz),.
In the following, we will use the 24-dimensional PCP representation. To investigate some
properties of the 24-dimensional PCP representation X P[K,n] (K=1, ... , 24; n=1, ... , N) of a
musical signal of N frames, let us denote
M[Kn] = 1,if XPCP[K,n]>= XPCP[K-1,n] and XCP[K,n] >= XPCP[K+ 1,n] (3-3)
0, otherwise.
where we define XP,[0,n] = XPCP[24,n] and XPCP[25,n] = XPCP[l,n] for the boundary
conditions. Thus, m[K,n] is a binary matrix denoting whether the magnitude at a particular
frequency in the PCP representation is the local maximum comparing to magnitudes at its two
neighboring frequencies. We then can count the number of local maxima appearing at the odd
frequency indexes or appearing at the even frequency indexes, and compare them:
'odd= 1Z Xm[K,n] (3-4)24-N n=1 K is odd
1ee i N,2,,,, > m[K,n] (3-5)24 -Nn=1 K is even
even/odd = 'even (3-6)
odd
If all the instruments in a musical piece are well tuned (tones are strongly pitched and the pitches
match the twelve pitch classes perfectly) and the energy of each tone concentrates on its
fundamental frequency (f 0 ), we can easily conclude that 'odd 'even and reven/ odd - 0.
However, if the instruments are not well tuned, or some instruments are not strongly pitched (e.g.,
drum, some fricatives in vocal), or the harmonics of tones are strong (f, , f2, etc), then
ee lodd and r --+ I (It would be rare that ',v,, gets bigger than lodd ). This property can
'even e odd levenIod t
be related to the musical genre. To show this, lodd, leven and revenlodd were computed for 21
classical piano pieces and 26 Beatles songs (Appendix A), respectively, and their distributions are
plotted in Figure 3-1. The left plot shows the distribution of ( 'odd ,lee,), in which each point
corresponds to a musical piece. The right plot shows the Gaussian probability density estimation
of reven /odd . The result is consistent with the above analysis.
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Figure 3-1: Scatterplot of (',dd, een) (left) and the Gaussian probability density estimation
of r,e/ odd (right) for classical piano music and Beatles songs.
In the following thesis (except Chapter 6), we will focus on the chromagram representation for
further analysis of musical structure, simply because of its advantage of direct mapping to musical
notes. It doesn't mean it is best for all types of applications or all musical genres. In some
comparisons between different representations for music structural analysis tasks (Chai, 2003), it
was shown that no representation is significantly better for all musical data. Therefore, we will
focus on one representation in this dissertation; all the following approaches can be generalized
fairly easily using other representations.
3.2 Detection of Key Change
This section describes an algorithm for detecting the key (or keys) of a musical piece. Specifically,
given a musical piece (or part of it), the system will segment it into sections based on key change
and identify the key of each section. Note that here we want to segment the piece and identify the
key of each segment at the same time. A simpler task could be: given a segment of a particular
key, detect the key of it.
3.2.1 Musical Key and Modulation
In Music theory, the key is the tonal center of a piece. It is designated by a note name (the tonic),
such as C, and can be either in major or minor mode. Other modes are also possible. The major
mode has half-steps between scale steps 3 and 4, and 7 and 8. The natural minor mode has half-
steps between 2 and 3, and 5 and 6.
A scale is an ascending or descending series of notes or pitches The chromatic scale is a musical
scale that contains all twelve pitches of the Western tempered scale. The diatonic scale is most
familiar as the major scale or the "natural" minor scale. The diatonic scale is a very important
scale. Out of all the possible seven note scales it has the highest number of consonant intervals,
and the greatest number of major and minor triads. The diatonic scale has six major or minor
triads, while all of the remaining prime scales (the harmonic minor, the harmonic major, the
melodic and the double harmonic) have just four major or minor triads. The diatonic scale is the
only seven note scale that has just one tritone (augmented fourth/diminished fifth). All other
scales have two, or more, tritones. In the following, we will often assume diatonic scales where it
is necessary.
A piece may change key at some point. This is called modulation. Modulation is sometimes done
by just starting in the new key with no preparation - this kind of key change is common in various
kinds of popular music, when a sudden change to a key a whole tone higher is a quite frequently
heard device at the end of a song. In classical music, however, a "smoother" kind of key change is
more usual. In this case, modulation is usually brought about by using certain chords, which are
made up of notes ("pivot notes") or chords ("pivot chords" ) common to both the old key and the
new one. The change is solidified by a cadence in the new key. Thus, it is smoother to modulate to
some keys (i.e., nearly related keys) than others, because certain keys have more notes in common
with each other than others, and therefore more possible pivot notes or chords. Modulation to the
dominant (a fifth above the original key) or the subdominant (a fourth above) is relatively easy,
as are modulations to the relative major of a minor key (for example, from C minor to E flat
major) or to the relative minor of a major key (for example, from C major to A minor). These are
the most common modulations, although more complex changes are also possible.
The purpose of modulation is to give direction and variety in music structure. Modulation in a
piece is often associated with the formal structure of a piece. Using modulation properly can
increase the expressiveness, expand the chromatic contrast, support the development of the theme,
and adapt better to the range of the instruments and voice.
At times there might be ambiguity of key. It can be hard to determine the key of quite long
passages. Some music is even atonal, meaning there is no tonal center. Thus, in this dissertation,
we will focus on tonal music with the least ambuiguity of tonal center.
3.2.2 Hidden Markov Models for Key Detection
In the following, the task of key detection will be divided into two steps:
1. Detect the key without considering its mode. For example, both C major and A minor will be
denoted as key 1, C# major and A# minor will be denoted as key 2, and so on. Thus, there
could be 12 different keys in this step.
2. Detect the mode (major or minor).
The task is divided in this way because diatonic scales are assumed and relative modes share the
same diatonic scale. Step 1 attempts to determine the height of the diatonic scale. And again, both
steps involve segmentation based on key (mode) change as well as identification of keys (modes).
The model used for key change detection should be able to capture the dynamic of sequences, and
to incorporate prior musical knowledge easily since large volume of training data is normally
unavailable. We propose to use Hidden Markov Models for this task, because HMM is a
generative model for labeling structured sequence and satisfying both of the above properties.
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Figure 3-2: Demonstration of Hidden Markov Models.
HMM (Hidden Markov Model) is a very powerful tool to statistically model a process that varies
in time. It can be seen as a doubly embedded stochastic process with a process that is not
observable (sequence of hidden states) and can only be observed through another stochastic
process (sequence of observable states) that produces the time set of observations. Figure 3-2
shows a graph of HMM used for key change detection. The hidden states correspond to different
keys (or modes). The observations correspond to each frame represented as 24-dimensional
chromagram vectors. The task will be decoding the underlying sequence of hidden states (keys or
modes) from the observation sequence using Viterbi approach.
The parameters of HMM that need to be configured include:
- The number of states N corresponding to the number of different keys (=12) or the number of
different modes (=2), respectively, in the two steps.
- The state transition probability distribution A = {aj } corresponding to the probability of
changing from key (mode) i to key (mode) j. Thus, A is a 12 x 12 matrix in step 1 and a
2 x 2 matrix in step 2, respectively.
- The initial state distribution TI ={r, } corresponding to the probability at which a piece of
music starts from key (mode) i.
- The observation probability distribution B = {b (v)} corresponding to the probability at
which a chromagram v is generated by key (mode) j.
Due to the small amount of labeled audio data and the clear musical interpretation of the
parameters, we will directly incorporate the prior musical knowledge by empirically setting 1-I
and A as follows:
1I
12
where 1 is a 12-dimensional vector in step 1 and a 2-dimensional vector in step 2. This
configuration denotes equal probabilities of starting from different keys (modes).
stayprob b ... b
A = ab stayprob ... b
b b . b
_ b b ... stayprob J-
where d is 12 in step 1 and is 2 in step2. stayprob is the probability of staying in the same state and
stayprob + (d -1)- b = 1. For step 1, this configuration denotes equal probabilities of changing
from a key to a different key. It can be easily shown that when stayprob gets smaller, the state
sequence gets less stable (changes more often). In our experiment, stayprob will be varying within
a range (e.g., [0.9900 0.99951) in step 1 and be set to 1-10-12 or 1-0-20 in step 2 to see how it
impacts the performance.
For observation probability distribution, instead of Gaussian probabilistic models, commonly used
for modeling observations of continuous random vectors in HMM, the cosine distances between
the observation (the 24-dimensional chromagram vector) and pre-defined template vectors were
used to represent how likely the observation was emitted by the corresponding keys or modes, i.e.,
b(v) V.9 (3-7)
where O is the template of state j (corresponding to the jth key or mode). The advantage of using
cosine distance instead of Gaussian distribution is that the key (or mode) is more correlated with
the relative amplitudes of different frequency components rather than the absolute values of the
amplitudes. Figure 3-3 shows an example for demonstrating this. Suppose points A, B and C are
three chromagram vectors. Based on musical knowledge, B and C are more likely to be generated
by the same key (or, mode) than A and C, because B and C have more similar energy profiles.
However, if we look at the Euclidean space, A and C are closer to each other than B and C; thus, if
we use a Gaussian distribution to model the observation probability distribution, A and C will be
more likely to be generated by the same key, which is not true.
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Figure 3-3: Comparison of observation distributions of Gaussian and cosine distance.
For step 1, two ways for configuring the templates of keys were explored:
1) The template of a key was empirically set corresponding to the diatonic scale of that key. For
example, the template for key 1 (C major or A minor) is 01 =[1101011010101]T
(Figure 3-4), 0,'e" = 0, where 01" denotes the sub-vector of 0, with odd indexes (i.e.,
01(1: 2: 23)) and 0e "" denotes the sub-vector of 8, with even indexes (i.e., 01(2: 2: 24)).
This means we ignore the elements with even indexes when calculating the cosine distance.
The templates of other keys were set simply by rotating 0, accordingly:
6 = r(9,,2.(j - 1)) (3-8)
# = r(a,k), s.t. p1 iI = a[(k + i) mod 24]
where j=1, 2, ... , 12 and i, k=1, 2, . 24. Let us also define 24 mod 24 = 24.
Figure 3-4: Configuration of the template for C major (or A minor).
2) The template of a key was learned from symbolic musical data. The symbolic data set used to
train the template includes 7,673 folk music scores, which are widely used for music
informatics research. The template was generated as follows: get the key signature of each
piece and assume it is the key of that piece (occasionally the key of a piece might be different
from the key signature); count the number of times that each note (octave-equivalent and
relative to the key) appears (i.e., a 12-dimensional vector corresponding to do-do#-re-re#-mi-
fa-fa#-sol-sol#-la-la#-ti); average the vectors over all pieces and normalize it. Similar to
method 1), we assign 0 "dd to be the normalized vector, O "" =0 ,and 0 = r(0 1,2 -(j -1)).
A comparison of the templates generated by the above two ways is shown in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5: Configurations of templates - 0" (trained template and empirical template).
For step 2, the templates of modes were empirically set as follows:
0
,"jor odd =[000000010000]T,
0,minoodd T
Onjreven = Onnreven =o
rnafor minor
This setting comes from musical knowledge that typically in a major piece, the dominant (G in C
major) appears more often than the submediant (A in C major), while in a minor piece, the tonic
(A in A minor) appears more often than the subtonic (G in A minor). Note the templates need to
be rotated accordingly (Equation 3-8) based on its key detected from step 1.
The above is a simplified model and there can be several refinements of it. For example, if we
consider the prior knowledge of modulation, we can encode in A the information that each key
tends to change to its "close" keys rather than the other keys. The initial key or mode of a piece
may not be uniformly distributed as well. But to quantize the numbers, we will need a very large
corpus of pre-labeled musical data, which is not available here.
3.3 Detection of Chord Progression
Using the same approach, this section describes the algorithm to analyze the chord progression.
Specifically, given a section (or part of it) and the key (assuming no key change within the
section), we want to segment it based on chord change and identify the chord of each segment.
Additionally, the algorithm does not require an input of mode and, if the mode is not provided, the
algorithm can identify the mode (major or minor) of the section based on the result of chord
progression analysis. That means this section provides another way of mode detection besides the
one presented in the last section.
The most commonly used chords in western music are triads, which are the basis of diatonic
harmony and are composed of three notes: a root note, a note which is an interval of a third above
the root, and a note which is an interval of a fifth above the root.
In the model for detecting chord progression, two HMMs were built - one for major and one for
minor. The given section will be analyzed by the two models separately and classified to the mode
whose corresponding model outputs a larger log-likelihood. Each model has 15 states
corresponding to 14 basic triads for each mode (see below; uppercase Roman numerals are used
for major triads; lowercase Roman numerals for minor triads; a small circle superscript for
diminished) and one additional state for "other triads":
Major: I, ii, iii, IV, V, vi, viio; i, II, III, iv, v, VI, vii
Minor: i, ii0, III, iv, V, VI, viio; I, ii, iii, IV, v, vi, V
Again, the parameters for either HMM were set empirically based on their musical interpretation:
chor) = 0.63
/,,ord(2: 7) = 0.05
,chord(8 :1 4 ) =0.01
c,ord(15)= 0
stayprob b ... b
Ahord = b stayprob ... b
Ac., = b b .. b
b b ... stayprob_15x15
where stayprob will be varying in a range (e.g., [0.70 0.90]) to see how it impacts the
performance. Again, this configuration denotes equal probabilities of changing from a triad to a
different triad. The configuration of the initial state probabilities denotes uneven probabilities of
starting from different triads: most likely to start from tonic, less likely to start from other diatonic
triads, and least likely to start from other triads, assuming the input section starts from the
beginning of a musical phrase.
Similarly, the observation probability distributions were obtained by calculating the cosine
distances between observations and templates of triads. The template of a triad is configured to
correspond to the three notes of that triad. For example, the template with odd indexes for a major
tonic triad (I in major mode) in key 1 is 9 ,"dd = [1 0 0 0 10 0 10 0 0 0 ]T; the template for a minor
tonic triad (i in minor mode) is 01"od = [1 0 00 1 00001 0 0 ]T . Note that since we have been
given the key of the section, we can rotate the 24-dimensioanl chromagram representation
accordingly (Equation 3-8) in advance to always make the first dimension the tonic for major
mode or the 10 th dimension the tonic for minor mode.
3.4 Evaluation Method
To evaluate the results, two aspects need to be considered: label accuracy (how the computed label
of each frame is consistent with the actual label) and segmentation accuracy (how the detected
locations of transitions are consistent with the actual locations).
Label accuracy is defined as the proportion of frames that are labeled correctly, i.e.,
# frames labeled correctlyLabel accuracy = (3-9)
#total frames
Two metrics were proposed and used for evaluating segmentation accuracy. Precision is defined
as the proportion of detected transitions that are relevant. Recall is defined as the proportion of
relevant transitions detected.
Thus, if B={relevant transitions}, C={detected transitions} and A = B n C , from the above
definition,
Precision = A (3-10)
C
A
Recall=- (3-11)
B
Figure 3-6: An example for measuring segmentation performance (above: detected
transitions; below: relevant transitions).
To compute precision and recall, we need a parameter w: whenever a detected transition ti is close
enough to a relevant transition t2 such that ltrt2|<w, the transitions are deemed identical (a hit).
Obviously, greater w will result in higher precision and recall. In the example shown in Figure 3-6,
the width of each shaded area corresponds to 2w-1. If a detected transition falls into a shaded area,
there is a hit. Thus, the precision in this example is 3/6=0.5; the recall is 3/4=0.75. Given w, higher
precision and recall indicates better segmentation performance. In our experiment (512 window
step at 11kHz sampling rate), w will vary within a range to see how precision and recall vary
accordingly: for key detection, w varies from 10 frames (-0.46s) to 80 frames (~3.72s); for chord
detection, it varies from 2 frames (~0.09s) to 10 frames (-0.46s). The range of w for key detection
is fairly large because modulation of music (change from one key to another key) is very often a
smooth process that may take several bars.
Now, we can analyze the baseline performance of random segmentation for future comparison of
computed results. Assume we randomly segment a piece into (k+1) parts, i.e., k random detected
transitions. Let n be the length of the whole piece (number of frames in our case) and let m be the
number of frames "close enough" to each relevant transition, i.e., m=2w- 1. Also assume there are I
actual segmenting points. To compute average precision and recall of random segmentation, the
problem can be categorized as a hyper-geometric distribution: if we choose k balls randomly from
a box of ml black balls (i.e., m black balls corresponding to each segmenting point) and (n-m)
white balls (assuming no overlap occurs), what is the distribution of the number of black balls we
get. Thus,
E[# black balls chosen] 1 mlk = mlPrecision=- - - =- (3-12)
k k n n
E[#detected segmenting points] 1 -P(B >0) 1 - P(B =0)Recall 1 (B=01 1 (3-13)
1 Ck-o k k )( k
C n n-I n-m+1
where B denotes the number of black balls chosen corresponding to a particular segmenting point
and Ck is the notation of combination corresponding to the number of ways of picking k
unordered outcomes from n possibilities. If we know the value of 1 in advance and make k=l (thus,
not completely random), and n>>m,
Recall 1 I - (1 - I)'" (3-14)
n
The equations shown that, given n and 1, precision increases by increasing w (i.e., increasing m);
recall increases by increasing k or w. Equation 3-12 and 3-14 will be used later as the baseline
(upper bound of the performance of random segmentation) to be compared to the performance of
the segmentation algorithms.
3.5 Experiments and Results
3.5.1 Performance of Key Detection
Ten classical piano pieces (see Appendix A-1) were used in the experiment of key detection, since
the chromagram representation of piano music has a good mapping between its structure and its
musical interpretation (Section 3.1). These pieces were chosen randomly as long as they have
fairly clear tonal structure (relatively tonal instead of atonal). The "truth" was manually labeled by
the author based on the score notation for comparison with the computed results. The data were
mixed into 8-bit mono and down-sampled to 11kHz. Each piece was segmented into frames of
1024 samples with 512 samples overlap.
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Figure 3-7: Detection of key change in "Mozart: Sonata No. 11 In A 'Rondo All Turca, 3"d
movement"' (solid line: computed key; dotted line: truth)
Figure 3-7 shows key detection result of Mozart's piano sonata No. 11 with stayprob=0.996 in
step 1 and stayprob2=1-. 1-20 in step 2. The figure above presents the result of key detection
without considering mode (step 1) and the figure below presents the result of mode detection (step
2).
To show label accuracy, recall and precision of key detection averaged over all the pieces, we can
either fix w and change stayprob (Figure 3-8), or fix stayprob and change w (Figure 3-9). For
either case, there are four plots corresponding to four different combinations: stayprob2= 1-. 1-2 or
stayprob2= 1-. 1-20; using empirically configured templates or trained templates.
In Figure 3-8, two groups of results are shown in each plot: one corresponds to the performance of
step 1 without considering modes; the other corresponds to the overall performance of key
detection with mode into consideration. It clearly shows that, when stayprob increases, precision
also increases while recall and label accuracy decrease. By comparing the plots in the left column
to the plots in the right column, we will see when stayprob2 increases, precision and label
accuracy increase while recall decreases. Surprisingly, by comparing the plots in the upper row to
the plots in the lower row, we can find the performance using trained templates is worse than the
performance using empirically configured ones. It suggests that the empirical configuration
encodes the musical meaning well and thus is closer to the ground truth than the trained ones
based on our symbolic data corpus due to insufficiency of data or mismatch of musical styles
(classical piano music and folk music).
In Figure 3-9, three groups of results are shown in each plot: one corresponds to the performance
of step 1 without considering modes; one corresponds to the overall performance of key detection
with mode taken into consideration; and one corresponds to recall and precision based on random
segmentation (Equation 3-12 and 3-14).
Additionally, label accuracy based on random should be around 8%, without considering modes. It
clearly shows that when w is increasing, the segmentation performance (recall and precision) is
also increasing. Note that label accuracy is irrelevant to w. Again, by comparing the plots in the
left column to the plots in the right column, we will see when stayprob2 gets bigger, precision and
label accuracy get bigger while recall gets smaller. By comparing the plots in the upper row to the
plots in the lower row, we can find the performance using trained templates is worse than the
performance using empirically configured ones. The figure also shows that the segmentation
performance (recall and precision) base on the algorithm is significantly better than random
segmentation.
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Figure 3-8: Performance of key detection with varying stayprob (w=10). (a) Empirical
templates, stayprob2=1-.1-12 ; (b) Empirical templates, stayprob2=1-.1-20; (c) Trained
templates, stayprob2=1-.1-2; (d) Trained templates, stayprob2=1-.1-20.
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3.5.2 Performance of Chord Detection
For investigating the performance of chord detection, we truncated the first 8 bars of each of the
ten piano pieces and labeled the truth based on the score notation. Since the chord system we
investigated is a simplified set of chords, which includes only diatonic triads, each chord was
labeled the one in the simplified set that was closest to the original one. For example, a dominant
seventh (e.g., G7 in C major) will be labeled as a dominant triad (e.g., G in C major).
Figure 3-10 shows chord detection result of Rubenstein's Melody In F with stayprob=0.85. The
legend indicates the detected mode and the actual mode.
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Figure 3-10: Chord detection of "Rubenstein: Melody In F" (solid line: computed chord
progression; dotted line: truth)
Similar to the last section, to show label accuracy, recall and precision of chord detection averaged
over all the pieces, we can either fix w and change stayprob (Figure 3-11), or fix stayprob and
change w (Figure 3-12). Figure 3-11 clearly shows that when stayprob is increasing, precision is
also increasing while recall and label accuracy are decreasing. Figure 3-12 clearly shows that
when w is increasing, the segmentation performance (recall and precision) is also increasing.
Again, label accuracy is irrelevant to w and label accuracy using random segmentation should be
around 7% given the mode. Therefore, the segmentation performance (recall and precision) and
label accuracy base on the algorithm are significantly better than random segmentation. Note that
the plotted recall of random segmentation is only an upper bound of the actual recall because it
assumes to know the number of chord transitions in advance (Equation 3-14).
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Figure 3-11: Performance of chord detection with varying stayprob (w=2).
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Figure 3-12: Performance of chord detection with varying w (stayprob=0.85).
The algorithm of chord detection also outputs the mode of each segment based on the log-
likelihoods of HMMs, assuming there is no key/mode change during the 8 bars and the segment is
long enough to get a sense of mode. The performance of mode detection is that nine out of ten
were correct. The ten segments include 8 major pieces and 2 minor pieces. The only error occurs
on one of the minor pieces.
3.6 Discussion
Ideally, all the HMM parameters should be learned from a labeled musical corpus. The training
can be made (efficiently) using a maximum likelihood (ML) estimate that decomposes nicely
since all the nodes are observed. In particular, if the training set has the similar timbre property as
the test set, the observation distribution can be more accurately estimated employing the timbre
information besides prior musical knowledge, and the overall performance should be further
improved.
However, this training data set must be very huge; and manually labeling it will involve a
tremendous amount of work. For example, if the training data set is not big enough, the state
transition matrix will be very sparse (0's at many cells) and this may result in many test errors,
because any transition that does not appear in the training set will not be recognized. Figure 3-13
shows the chord transition matrix trained by the chord detection data set in the same experiment.
One can imagine that the key transition matrix will be much sparser even with a much bigger data
set because key changes less often than chords. One possibility for future improvement is using
Bayesian approach to combine the prior knowledge (via empirical configurations) and the
information obtained from a small amount of training data.
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Figure 3-13: Chord transition matrix based on the data set in the experiment.
Another interesting thing to investigate is how the algorithm was confused with keys or chords
and whether the errors make musical sense. Figure 3-14 shows the confusion matrices of key
detection (without considering modes; stayprob=0.996; stayprob2=1-.1-20) and chord detection
(stayprob=0.85).
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Figure 3-14: Confusion matrix (left: key detection; right: chord detection).
For key detection, most errors came from confusion between the original key and the dominant or
sub-dominant key (e.g., F 4 C, G 4 C, F# 4 C#). This is consistent with music theory that these
keys are closer to each other and share more common notes. For chord detection, most errors
came from confusion between two triads that share two common notes (e.g., I 4 iii or i 4 III, I 4
vi or i - VI), or, less frequently, from confusion between a triad and its dominant or sub-
dominant triad (IV + I or iv - I, V 4 I or V - i).
Finally, segmentation based on chord change can be another path to beat or tempo detection,
because chords typically change on beat or bar boundaries. Previous research on beat tracking
typically focused on energy information to infer beats while ignored chord analysis.
We have used two data sets, classical piano music (same as the one used in Section 3.5) and
Beatles songs (same as the one used for Figure 3-1) to investigate whether the chord detection
result is correlated with beat change. We manually labeled the average tempo of each piece, ran
the chord detection algorithm for each whole piece, and computed the ratio of each chord change
interval and the beat duration. Figure 3-15 shows the distribution of the ratios on these two data
sets. Interestingly, there are two peaks, corresponding to ratios equal to 1 and 2, for piano music,
while there is one peak, corresponding to ratio equal to 4. This is consistent with our intuition,
suggesting chords tend to change every one or two beats in the classical piano music, while they
tend to change every measure (four beats) in Beatles songs. For either case, it shows chord change
detection result has a good consistency with beat change and thus the algorithm can be used as a
supplemental way for beat detection.
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Figure 3-15: Distribution of chord change interval divided by beat duration (left: classical
piano music; right: Beatles songs).
3.7 Summary
This chapter presented an HMM-based approach for detecting key change and chord progression.
Although constraints on music have been made to build simplified models, e.g., diatonic scales,
simplified chord sets, the framework should be easily generalized to handle more complicated
music. Each step was carefully designed with consideration of its musical meaning: from using
chromagram representation, to employing cosine-distance observation probability distribution, to
empirical configurations of HMM parameters. The experimental results, significantly better than
random segmentation, have demonstrated the promise of the approach. Future improvement could
be adding a training stage (if training data is available) to make this general model customized to
specific types of music. Furthermore, the HMM parameters should be chosen properly according
to different applications: for segmentation-based applications, we should maximize precision and
recall; for key relevant applications (such as detecting repeated patterns that will be presented in
the next chapter), we should maximize label accuracy.
Chapter 4 Musical Form and Recurrent Structure
Music typically has a recurrent structure. Methods for automatically detecting the recurrent
structure of music from acoustic signals are valuable for information retrieval systems. For
example, the result can be used for indexing the digital music repository, segmenting music at
transitions for intelligent editing systems, and summarizing the thumbnails of music for
advertisement or recommendation. This chapter describes research into automatic identification of
the recurrent structure of music from acoustic signals. Specifically, an algorithm will be presented
to output structural information, including both the form (e.g., AABABA) and the boundaries
indicating the beginning and the end of each section. It is assumed that no prior knowledge about
musical forms or the length of each section is provided, and the restatement of a section may have
variations (e.g., different lyrics, tempos). This assumption requires both robustness and efficiency
of the algorithm. The result will be quantitatively evaluated by structural similarity metrics, in
addition to the qualitative evaluation presented by figures.
4.1 Musical Form
Musical structure has various layers of complexity in any composition. These various layers exist
in a continuum ranging from the micro (small) level to the macro (large) level of musical
structure. At the micro-level, the smallest complete unit of musical structure is a phrase, which
comprises patterns of material fashioned from meter, tempo, rhythm, melody, harmony, dynamics,
timbre, and instruments. A phrase is a length of musical material existing in real time with a
discernible beginning and ending. Each individual melodic phrase may be broken down into
smaller incomplete units of melodic structure known as motives. Thus, the micro level of musical
structure comprises two units - the smaller and incomplete motive, and the larger and complete
phrase.
The mid-level of musical structure is the section. Phrases combine to form larger sections of
musical structure. Sections are often much longer and punctuated by strong cadences. Longer
songs and extended pieces of music are usually formed into two or more complete sections, while
shorter songs or melodies may be formed of phrases and have no sectional structure.
At the macro-level of musical structure exists the complete work formed of motives, phrases and
sections. Both phrases and sections are concluded with cadences; however, the cadence material at
the end of a section is stronger and more conclusive in function.
These are the micro-, mid- and macro-levels of musical structure - motives, phrases and sections
and the complete composition. This is the manner in which western music is conceptualized as
structure. Almost all world musics are conceptualized in a similar manner.
Furthermore, if we look at the structure of pop song writing, typical songs consist of three
sections:
1. The Verse contains the main story line of the song. It is usually four or eight lines in length. A
song normally has the same number of lines in each verse. Otherwise, the song will not sound
smooth. Most songs have two or three verses.
2. The Chorus states the core of the song. The title often appears in the first and/or last line of
the chorus. The chorus is repeated at least once, and is usually the most memorable part of a
song. It differs from the verse musically, and it may be of shorter or longer length than that of
the verse.
3. A section called the Bridge is found is some, but not all songs. It has a different melody from
either the Verse or the Chorus. It is often used instead of a third verse to break the monotony
of simply repeating another verse.
Most songs contain two or three verses and a repeating chorus. Two common song forms are:
Verse/Chorus/Verse/Chorus/Verse/Chorus and Verse/Chorus/Verse/Chorus/Bridge/Chorus.
In addition, a refrain is usually a two-line ending to a verse that contains the title or hook (the
catchiest part of a song). In contrast, a chorus can stand alone as a verse on its own, while the
refrain cannot - it needs the verse to first define the refrain.
PreChorus, is also referred to as a climb, lift, or build. It is used at the end of a verse and prior to
the chorus. Its purpose is to musically and lyrically rise from the verse allowing tension to build
until the song climaxes in to the chorus. Its length is usually one or two phrases.
In the following, we will focus on finding the section-level structure of music, though the
hierarchical structure of music will also be explored at the end of this chapter. Letters A, B, C,
etc., will be used to denote sections. For example, a musical piece may have a structure of ABA,
indicating a three-part compositional form in which the second section contrasts with the first
section, and the third section is a restatement of the first. In this chapter, we will not distinguish
functions of different sections (e.g., verse or chorus), which will be addressed in the next chapter
for music summarization.
4.2 Representations for Self-similarity Analysis
4.2.1 Distance Matrix
For visualizing and analyzing the recurrent structure of music, Foote (1999, 2000) proposed a
representation called self-similarity matrix. Each cell in the matrix denotes the similarity between
a pair of frames in the musical signal. Here, instead of using similarity, we will use distance
between a pair of frames, which results in a distance matrix. Specifically, let V = vIv 2 ... v
denote the feature vector sequence of the original musical signal x. It means we segment x into
overlapped frames x, and compute the feature vector v, of each frame (e.g., FFT, MFCC,
chromagram). We then compute the distance between each pair of feature vectors according to
some distance metric and obtain a matrix DM, which is the distance matrix. Thus,
DM(V) = [dj] = [Il v, - v Il] (4-1)
where II vi - V1 i denotes the distance between v, and vj.
Since distance is typically symmetric, i.e., il v, - v 1=11 v, - vi 11, the distance matrix is also
symmetric. One widely used definition of distance between vectors is based on cosine distance:
11v -vi 11=0.5 -0.5 . O (4-2)
Vi 1v I
where we normalized the original definition of cosine distance to range from 0 to 1 instead of 1 to
-1 to be consistent with the non-negative property of distance. Figure 4-1 shows an example of
distance matrix using the chromagram feature representation and the distance metric based on
Equation 4-2. One can easily see the diagonal lines in this plot, which typically correspond to
repetitions (e.g., the beginning of the piece repeats itself from around frame 1000). However, not
all repetitions can be easily seen from this plot due to variations of the restatements: e.g., the
beginning of the piece actually repeats again from around frame 2570 at a different key.
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Figure 4-1: Distance matrix of "Mozart: Piano Sonata No. 15 In C".
4.2.2 Two Variations to Distance Matrix
Although the distance matrix is a good representation for analyzing the recurrent structure of
general audio signals, the above example shows that one important property is ignored in this
representation for analyzing musical signals: interval instead of absolute pitch is the one that most
human listeners care about for recurrent structural analysis. For example, if a theme repeats at a
different key, normal listeners can quickly adjust to the new key and recognize the repetition.
However, with the distance matrix defined in Section 4.2.1, repetitions of this kind will not be
effectively represented. Figure 4-1 showed one example of this.
We propose two variation representations to the distance matrix to solve this problem: Key-
adjusted Distance Matrix (KDM) and Interval-based Distance Matrix (IDM).
KDM assumes that we know key change in advance, so that we can manipulate the feature vector
to adjust to different keys within a musical piece. For example, if we use the 24-dimensional
chromagram representation, we can rotate the chromagram vectors to make two vectors in the
same key when computing the distance between them, i.e.,
KSM(V)=[dy] =[l r(vi,2-(k, -1))-r(vj,2-(kj -1)) 1|] (4-3)
where r(v, k) was defined by Equation 3-8, and K = kik 2 ... kn denotes keys at different frames.
IDM does not assume that we know key change in advance. Instead, it attempts to capture the
interval information between two consecutive frames. We will first convert V = viv 2 ...v, into
u,[j] =|r(v, , j) - r(vi,O) I44
where j=1, 2, ... , 24 and r(v,k) was defined by Equation 3-8. Thus, U, is a 24-dimensional
vector whose component indexed by j denotes the distance between v,+1 and V, after v+,1 is
rotated byj. We then compute the distance matrix using U instead of V and obtain a (n-1)-by-(n-1)
matrix, called IDM.
Figure 4-2 shows the two variations of distance matrix for the same piece in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-2: Two variations
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to the distance matrix of "Mozart: Piano Sonata No. 15 In C"
If we zoom in these plots (Figure 4-3) and look at the patterns from around frame 2570, we will be
able to visualize the diagonal lines from the two variations, which correspond to a repetition at a
different key. This could not be seen from the original distance matrix representation.
Figure 4-3: Zoom in of the last repetition in "Mozart: Piano Sonata No. 15 In C" (left: DM;
middle: KDM; right: IDM)
4.3 Dynamic Time Warping for Music Matching
The above section showed that when part of the musical signal repeats itself nearly perfectly with
key adjustment, diagonal lines appear in the distance matrix or its variation representations.
However, if the repetitions have various variations (e.g., tempo change, different lyrics), which are
very common in all kinds of music, the diagonal patterns will not be obvious. One solution is to
consider approximate matching based on the self-similarity representation to allow flexibility of
WOW,
(4-4)
repetitions, especially tempo flexibility. Dynamic time warping was widely used in speech
recognition for similar purposes. Previous research has shown that it is also effective for music
pattern matching (Yang, 2001). Note that dynamic time warping is often mentioned in the context
of speech recognition, where similar technique is cited as dynamic programming for approximate
string matching, and the distance between two strings based on it is often called edit distance.
Assume we have two sequences and we need to find the match between the two sequences.
Typically, one sequence is the input pattern (U = uiu 2...u, ) and the other (V = vIv 2 ...v, ) is the
one in which to search for the input pattern. Here, we allow multiple appearances of pattern U in
V. Dynamic time warping utilizes dynamic programming approach to fill in an m-by-n matrix
WM based on Equation 4-5. The initial condition (i=0 orj=0) is set based on Figure 4-4.
DM[i -1,j]+ cDi, j], (':i 1,j 2 0)
DM[i,j]= min DM[i, j-1]+ c1[i, j] (i 0,] j 1) (4-5)
DM[i - 1, j-1] + cs [i, j], (i, j 1)
where CD is cost of deletion, c, is cost of insertion, and cs is cost of substitution. The
definitions of these parameters are determined differently for different applications. For example,
we can define
cs [i, j] =11 u, -v, Il
CD [, ] = c1 [, ] = 1.2 -cs Li, j]
to penalize insertion and deletion based on the distance between u; and vj. We can also define CD
and c, to be some constant.
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Figure 4-4: Dynamic time warping matrix WM with initial setting. e is a pre-defined
parameter denoting the deletion cost.
The last row of matrix WM (highlighted in Figure 4-4) is defined as a matching function r[i] (i=1,
2, ..., n). If there are multiple appearances of pattern U in V, local minima corresponding to these
locations will occur in r[i]. We can also define the overall cost of matching U and V (i.e., edit
distance) to be the minimum of r[i], i.e., |1 U - V llDTW = mini{r[i]}. In addition, to find the
locations in V that match pattern U we need a trace-back step. The trace-back result is denoted as
a trace-back function t[i] recording the index of the matching point. Consider the following
example of matching two strings: U=bcd, V=abcdefbcedgbdaabcd, e=1, cD I, = C [, A = 1,
cSi, j]=0 if u, = vi , cs[i, j] =1 if u, # vi, substitution has the priority for tracing-back.
Figure 4-5 shows the dynamic time warping matrix WM, the matching function r[i] and the
trace-back function t[i].
a b c d e f b c e d b d a a b c d
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
c 2 2 1 0 1 2 2 2 0 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 1
d 33 10 1 23111 1 22 1 2 321 0
r[i] 3 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 0
t[iI 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 5 7 7 7 7 12 12 112 12 16j 16 16]
Figure 4-5: An example of the dynamic time warping matrix WM, the matching function
r[i] and the trace-back function tli].
The time complexity of dynamic time warping is O(nm), corresponding the computation needed
for filling up matrix WM.
4.4 Recurrent Structure Analysis
This section presents an algorithm that will output structural information, including both the form
(e.g., AABABA) and the boundaries indicating the beginning and the end of each section. Section
4.4.1 describes a clustering-based method for identifying musical form given segmentation of a
piece, while Section 4.4.2 assumes that no prior knowledge about the musical form or the length
of each section is provided. In any case, the restatement of a section may have variations (e.g.,
different lyrics, tempo, etc.). This assumption requires both robustness and efficiency of the
algorithm.
4.4.1 Identification of Form Given Segmentation
This section presents a method for identifying musical form given segmentation of the piece.
Specifically, assume we know a piece has N sections with boundaries denoting the beginning and
the end of each section, i.e., each section is U, = v vp+...vq (i=1, 2, ... , N). We want to find a
method to label the form of the piece (e.g., AABABA).
This problem can be modeled as a clustering problem: if we also know there are k different
sections, we simply need to group the N sections into k groups, with different labels for different
groups.
In general, there are three approaches for clustering sequences:
1. The model-based approach assumes each sequence is generated by some underlining
stochastic process; thus, the problem can be changed to estimate the underlining model from
the sequence and cluster the models.
2. The feature-based approach represents each sequence by a feature vector; thus, the problem
can be changed to standard clustering problem of points.
3. The distance-based approach attempts to define some distance metric between sequences and
use hierarchical agglomerative clustering to cluster the sequences. A hierarchical
agglomerative clustering procedure produces a series of partitions of the data. At each
particular stage the method merges the two clusters which are closest to each other (most
similar).
Here, since it is very natural to define distance between sequences, we will employ the third
method for this task. Thus, the major work here is to define the distance between each pair of
sections, which results in a N-by-N distance matrix.
Distance between each pair of sections can be defined based on their edit distance as follows:
IlIU. - U ||
IUi. -U 1 \= ' i DTW (4-6)
' min{Il U, 11,11 U II}
Two clustering techniques were explored:
1. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering: Since the distance matrix can be obtained, it is
straightforward to use hierarchical clustering to get a cluster tree and cut it at a proper level
based on the number of clusters for obtaining the final result.
2. K-means clustering: We also tried another method of clustering sequences based on the
distance matrix. First, we used multidimensional scaling to map the sequences into points in a
Euclidean space based on the distance matrix. Then, K-means clustering was applied for
clustering these points.
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a collection of methods to provide a visual representation
of the pattern of proximities (i.e., similarities or distances) among a set of objects. Among the
collection of methods, classical multidimensional scaling (CMDS) will be employed, whose
metric scaling is based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the double-centered
matrix with Euclidean distances. (Kruskal, 1977)
4.4.2 Recurrent Structural Analysis without Prior Knowledge
This section presents a method for recurrent structural analysis without assuming any prior
knowledge. This means we need to detect the recurrent patterns and boundaries of each section at
the same time. Assuming that we have computed the feature vector sequence and the distance
matrix DM (or either variation of it; in the following, we will simply use DM without mentioning
the possibility of using its variation form), the algorithm follows four steps, which are illustrated
in Figure 4-6:
1. Segment the feature vector sequence (i.e., V = viv2 .. .v,,) into overlapped segments of fixed
length l (i.e., S = SS 2..-Sn; Si = vkiki-',Vk+1_ ) and compute the repetitive property of
each segment S, by matching S, against the feature vector sequence starting from S, (i.e.,
Vi = vkVk 1... v) using dynamic time warping based on DM. Thus, we can get a dynamic
time warping matrix DMi for each segment S,;
2. Detect the repetitions of each segment S, by finding the local minima in the matching function
r, [j] of the dynamic time warping matrix DMi obtained from step 1;
3. Merge consecutive segments that have the same repetitive property into sections and generate
pairs of similar sections;
4. Segment and label the recurrent structure including the form and boundaries.
The following four sections explain each step in detail. All the parameter configurations are tuned
based on the representation presented in the previous sections, and the experimental corpus that
will be described in Section 4-6.
Feature vector v1 Feature vector v2 IFeature vector v3 Feaur vetrv
Segment the feature vector sequence into overlapped segments
Segment Si Segment S2 I Segment 83 .. SeetSm
Match each segment against the feature vector sequence
using dynamic time warping
Detect the repetitions of each segment
Merge consecutive segments that have same repetitive
property into sections
Label the recurrent structure
Figure 4-6: Analysis of recurrent structure without prior knowledge.
4.4.2.1. Pattern Matching
In the first step, we segment the feature vector sequence (i.e., V = vIv 2...vn ) into overlapped
segments of fixed length 1 (i.e., S = SS2-...Sn; Si = VkVki+,..Vk+_ ; e.g., 200 consecutive
vectors with 150 vectors overlap) and compute the repetitive property of each segment S, by
matching S, against the feature vector sequence starting from S, (i.e., V = V k ,k. V ) using
dynamic time warping. We define the cost of substitution cs to be the distance between each pair
of vectors. It can be obtained directly from the distance matrix DM. We also define the costs of
deletion and insertion to be some constant: cD [i, j] = c, [i, j] = a (e.g., a = 0.7). For each
matching between S, and V,, we obtain a matching function r, [j].
4.4.2.2. Repetition Detection
This step detects the repetition of each segment S,. To achieve this, the algorithm detects the local
minima in the matching function r, [j] for each i, because typically a repetition of segment S, will
correspond to a local minimum in this function.
There are four predefined parameters in the algorithm of detecting the local minima: the width
parameter w, the distance parameter d, the height parameter h, and the shape parameter p. To
detect local minima of r[j], the algorithm slides the window of width w over r, [j]. Assume the
index of the minimum within the window is jo with value r, [jo], the index of the maximum
within the window but left to jo is j, (i.e., jl<jo) with value r,[ ji], and the index of the maximum
within the window but right to jo is j 2 (i.e., j 2>jo) with value r,[ j21. If the following conditions are
all satisfied:
(1) r,[ j, ] - r [ jo ]> h and r[j2 ] - r[ jo ] > h (i.e., the local minimum is deep enough);
(2) r[j] -rjo] > p or
i1 - Jo
r12 - 0] > p (i.e., the local minimum is sharp enough);
12 -10O
(3) No two repetitions are closer than d,
then the algorithm adds the minimum into the detected repetition set. Figure 4-7 shows the
repetition detection result of a particular segment for Beatles song Yesterday.
One-segment repetition detection: Yesterday
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Figure 4-7: One-segment repetition detection result of Beatles song Yesterday. The local
minima indicated by circles correspond to detected repetitions of the segment.
In Figure 4-7, the four detected local minima correspond to the four restatements of the same
melodic segment in the song ("Now it looks as though they are here to stay ... ", "There is a
shadow hanging over me ... ", "I need a place to hide away ...", "I need a place to hide away ...").
However, the repetitions detected may have add- or drop-errors, meaning a repetition is falsely
detected or missed. The number of add-errors and that of the drop-errors are balanced by the
predefined parameter h; whenever the local minimum is deeper than height h, the algorithm
reports a detection of repetition. Thus, when h increases, there are more drop-errors but fewer add-
errors, and vise versa. For balancing between these two kinds of errors, the algorithm can search
within a range for the best value of h, so that the number of detected repetitions of the whole song
is reasonable (e.g., # total detected repetitions/ n ~ 2 ).
For each detected minimum r,[j*] for Si, let k* =t,[j*]; thus, it is detected that segment
Si = vkv, 1 2***,,, is repeated in V from v k. . Note that by the nature of dynamic
programming, the matching part in V may not have length I due to the variations in the repetition.
4.4.2.3. Segment Merging
This step merges consecutive segments that have the same repetitive
generates pairs of similar sections.
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Figure 4-8: Whole-song repetition detection result of Beatles song Yesterday. A circle or a
square at location (j, k) indicates that the segment starting from vj is detected to repeat from
Vj.k. Horizontal patterns denoted by squares correspond to detected section repetitions.
Figure 4-8 shows the repetition detection result of the Beatles song Yesterday after this step. In
this figure, a circle or a square at (j, k) corresponds to a repetition detected in the last step (i.e., the
segment starting from vi is repeated from v ,, ). Since typically one musical phrase consists of
multiple segments, based on the configurations in previous steps, if one segment in a phrase is
repeated by a shift of k, all the segments in this phrase are repeated by shifts roughly equal to k.
This phenomenon can be seen from Figure 4-8, where the squares form horizontal patterns
indicating consecutive segments have roughly the same shifts.
By detecting these horizontal patterns (denoted by squares in Figure 4-8) and discarding other
detected repetitions (denoted by circles in Figure 4-8), add- or drop-errors in repetition detection
are further reduced.
The output of this step is a set of sections consisting of merged segments and the repetitive
relation among these sections in terms of section-repetition vectors [j, j2 shift, shift2],
indicating that the segment starting from v l and ending at v j repeats roughly from v ,+ to
zDO
v , . Each vector corresponds to one horizontal pattern in the whole-song repetition detection
result. For example, the vector corresponding to the left-bottom horizontal pattern in Figure 4-8 is
[200 520 370 370].
4.4.2.4. Structure Labeling
Based on the vectors obtained from the third step, the last step of the algorithm segments the
whole piece into sections and labels each section according to the repetitive relation (i.e., gives
each section a symbol such as "A", "B", etc.). This step will output the structural information,
including both the form (e.g., AABABA) and the boundaries indicating the beginning and the end
of each section.
To solve conflicts that might occur, the rule is to always label the most frequently repeated section
first. Specifically, the algorithm finds the most frequently repeated section based on the first two
columns in the section-repetition vectors, and labels it and its shifted versions as section A. Then
the algorithm deletes the vector already labeled, repeats the same procedure for the remaining
section-repetition vectors, and labels the sections produced in each step as B, C, D and so on. If
conflicts occur (e.g., a later labeled section has overlap with the previous labeled sections), the
previously labeled sections will always remain intact, and the currently labeled section and its
repetition will be truncated, so that only the unoverlapped part will be labeled as new.
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Figure 4-9: Idealized whole-song repetition detection results (left: form AABAB; right: form
ABABB). Section A's are assumed to be of length T, and Section B's are assumed to be of
length T2. The bottom figures show the number of horizontal patterns that contain v for
eachj.
To illustrate how the algorithm works, two idealized examples are shown in Figure 4-9. In the first
example with form AABAB, the section-repetition vectors obtained from the last step should be
{[1 T, Ti Ti>, [TI 2Ti+T2 Ti+T2 Ti+T2 ], [1 Ti 2Ti+T 2 2Ti+T2]} corresponding to the three
horizontal patterns A12, A23B 12 and A13 respectively. In the second example with form ABABB,
the section-repetition vectors obtained from the last step should be {[2Ti+T2 2T1+2T 2 T2 T2], [1
Ti+T2 Ti+T2 Ti+T2 ], [Ti Ti+T2 T1+2T2 Ti+2T2 ]} corresponding to the three horizontal patterns
B23, A12B12 and B13 respectively. The structure labeling process is as follows:
1) Initialize X to be section symbol "A".
2) Find the most frequently repeated part by counting the number of horizontal patterns that
contain v for each j. The bottom figures in Figure 4-9 show that the most frequently repeated
part is [1 TI] for the first example and [T I T +T2] for the second example.
3) For each section-repetition vector [ji j2 shift, shift2 ] that contains the most frequently
repeated part, label [j j2 ] and [j, + shifti j2 + shift2 ] as section X. If either one has an
overlap with previously labeled sections, truncate both of them and label them in a way that is
consistent with previous labels.
4) Delete the section-repetition vector that was just labeled. Let X be the next section symbol,
e.g., "B", "C", "D", etc.
5) If there are unprocessed section-repetition vectors, go to 2).
In the above structure labeling process, two problems exist. The first, again, is how to solve a
conflict, which means a later labeled section may have overlap with previously labeled sections.
The rule is the previously labeled sections will always remain intact and the current section will be
truncated. Only the longest truncated unoverlapped part, if it is long enough, will be labeled as a
new section. The shifted version will be truncated accordingly as well, even if there is no conflict,
to resemble the structure of its original version. In the first idealized example, the first loop of the
algorithm will process vector [1 T, T, T1] and [1 Ti 2Ti+T 2 2Ti+T2] and label the three "A"
sections. The second loop will process vector [TI 2T,+T2 TI+T 2 Ti+T2]. Since conflicts occur
here, the two "B" sections are generated by truncating the original and the shifted version of it.
The second problem is how to choose the order of processing section-repetition vectors in each
loop. In the first example, the order of processing the two section-repetition vectors in the first
loop will not affect the structure labeling result. However, in the second example, the order of first
processing section-repetition vector [1 T1+T2 T1+T2 Ti+T2j or [TI Ti+T2 T1+2T2 T1+2T 2] will
change the result. If we choose to process section-repetition vector [Ti TI+T 2 T1+2T2 T1+2T 21first, the first and the third "B" sections will be labeled at the beginning. Next when we process
section-repetition vector [1 Ti+T2 T1+T2 Ti+T2], the original version will be truncated to generate
the first "A" section. The shifted version will resemble its original version, generating the second
"A" section and the second "B" section. In this case, the structure labeling result is exactly
"ABABB". On the other hand, if we choose to process section-repetition vector [1 TI+T 2 T1+T2
T1+T2] first, the algorithm will label "AB" together as "A*". When we next process section-
repetition vector [Ti Ti+T2 T1+2T2 Ti+2T2], a conflict occurs and no new section is generated.
The shifted version will be labeled as section "A*" as well. In this case, the structure labeling
result is "AAA" (Figure 4-10).
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Figure 4-10: Different structure labeling results corresponding to different orders of
processing section-repetition vectors in each loop.
In this idealized example, processing shorter section-repetition vectors first is preferred. However,
the experiment shows that, due to the noisy data obtained from the previous steps, this order will
result in small fragments in the final structure. Thus, the algorithm now is choosing the order
based on the values of shifts (from small to large). This means, for structure like the second
example, the output structure may combine "AB" together as one section. Labeling in this way
also makes sense because it means we see the piece as repeating the section for three times with
the last restatement containing only part of the section. It will be discussed again in the context of
a hierarchical structure in Section 4.8.
4.5 Evaluation Method
To qualitatively evaluate the results, figures as shown in Figure 4-11 are used to compare the
structure obtained from the algorithm to the true structure obtained by manually labeling the
repetitions. We will also use metrics of structural similarity to quantitatively evaluate the result.
Figure 4-11: Comparison of the computed structure using DM (above) and the true
structure (below) of Yesterday. Sections in the same color indicate restatements of the
section. Sections in the lightest gray correspond to the parts with no repetition.
Same metrics as in Chapter 3, including label accuracy (Equation 3-9), precision (Equation 3-10)
and recall (Equation 3-11), will be used here for quantitatively evaluating the segmentation
performance. In addition, one extra metric - formal distance - will be used to evaluate the
difference between the computed form and the true form. It is defined as the edit distance between
the strings representing different forms. For example, the formal dissimilarity between structure
AABABA and structure AABBABBA is 2, indicating two insertions from the first structure to the
second structure (or, two deletions from the second structure to the first structure; thus this
definition of distance is symmetric). Note that how the system labels each section is not important
as long as the repetitive relation is the same; thus, structure AABABA is deemed as equivalent (0-
distance) to structure BBABAB, or structure AACACA.
4.6 Experiments and Results
Two experimental corpora were tested. One corpus is piano music same as the one used in Chapter
3. The other consists of the 26 Beatles songs in the two CDs The Beatles (1962-1966). All of these
musical pieces have clear recurrent structures, so that the true recurrent structures were labeled
easily for comparison. The data were mixed into 8-bit mono and down-sampled to 11kHz.
4.6.1 Performance: Identification of Form Given Segmentation
We tried three different self-similarity representations: DM, KDM and IDM, where KDM was
obtained either by manually labeled key structure or computed key structure using the approach
presented in Chapter 3. Thus, two clustering techniques (hierarchical clustering and k-means
clustering) and four forms of distance matrix (DM, IDM, computed KDM and labeled KDM) were
investigated. Figure 4-12 shows the performance in terms of average formal distance over all
pieces of each corpus. For both corpora, the performance is fairly good using either clustering
technique and any self-similarity representation of DM, computed KDM or labeled KDM.
Especially, the average formal distance is 0 (i.e., the computed forms of all pieces are identical to
the truth) using the combination of k-means clustering and labeled KDM representation. This
suggests that, with the key-adjusted representation, the repetitions at different keys can be
captured fairly well.
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Figure 4-12: Formal distance using hierarchical and K-means clustering given segmentation
(left: piano; right: Beatles).
4.6.2 Performance: Recurrent Structural Analysis without Prior Knowledge
In this experiment, for the first corpus, we tried all the four forms of distance matrix (DM, IDM,
computed KDM and labeled KDM); for the second corpus, only DM was used, because key
change rarely happened in this data set. Figure 4-13 and 4-14 show the segmentation performances
of the two data corpora, respectively. Similar to Chapter 3, the x-axis denotes w varying from 10
frames (~0.46s) to 80 frames (-3.72s) for calculating recall and precision. In each plot, the bottom
two curves correspond to upper bounds of recall and precision based on random segmentation.
The bottom horizontal line shows the baseline label accuracy of labeling the whole piece as one
section.
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Figure 4-13: Segmentation performance of recurrent structural
music (a: DM; b: IDM; c: computed KDM; d: labeled KDM).
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Figure 4-14: Segmentation performance of recurrent structural analysis on Beatles songs.
Figure 4-15 and 4-16 show the piece-by-piece performance of the two data corpora, respectively,
including formal distance. Segmentation performance was evaluated at w=40.
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Figure 4-15: Segmentation performance and formal distance of each piano piece (w=40; a:
DM; b: IDM; c: computed KDM; d: labeled KDM).
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Figure 4-16: Segmentation performance and formal distance of each Beatles song (w=40).
The performance on each piece is clearly illustrated by the above two figures. For example, the
performance of the song Yesterday (the thirteenth song of Beatles; Figure 4-11) is: recall=1,
precision=0.83, label accuracy=0.9, formal distance=O. Other examples with good performances
are shown in Figure 4-17.
(a)
Figure 4-17: Comparison of the computed structure (above) and the true structure (below).
(a) 6th piano piece Chopin: Etude In E, Op. 10 No. 3 'Tristesse' using DM; (b) 6th Beatles song
All my loving using DM.
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Figure 4-18: Comparison of the computed structure (above) and the true structure (below).
(a) 5 th piano piece Paderewski: Menuett using IDM (b) 17th Beatles song Day tripper using
DM.
One interesting thing is, if we listen to the Beatles piece shown in Figure 4-18, the detected
repeating sections actually correspond to repeating guitar solo patterns without vocal, while the
truth was labeled by the author only based on the vocal part (the verse/chorus segmentation of
lyrics from the web).
4.7 Discussion
The experimental result shows that, by DM or labeled KDM, the performance of 7 out of 10 piano
pieces and 17 out of 26 Beatles songs have formal distances less than or equal to 2 (Figure 4-15
and 4-16). The label accuracy is significantly better than the baseline (Figure 4-13 and 4-14) and
the segmentation performance is significantly better than random segmentation. This demonstrates
the promise of the method.
Comparing the four forms of distance matrix, it is not so surprising that DM and labeled KDM
worked the best with labeled KDM being slightly better. Labeled KDM worked slightly better
because it considers key adjustment and can better capture repetitions at different keys; however,
since repetitions at different keys do not happen often, the improvement is not obvious. Computed
KDM did not work as well as labeled KDM because the label accuracy was not 100% accurate.
IDM seems not able to capture the interval information well as we expected.
We also found that the computed boundaries of each section were often slightly shifted from the
true boundaries. This was mainly caused by the inaccuracy of the approximate pattern matching.
To tackle this problem, other musical features (e.g., chord progressions, change in dynamics)
should be used to detect local events so as to locate the boundaries accurately. In fact, this
suggests that computing only the repetitive relation might not be sufficient for finding the
semantic structure. According to Balaban (1992),
The position of phrase boundaries in tonal melodies relates to a number of interacting
musical factors. The most obvious determinants of musical phrases are the standard chord
progressions known as cadence. Other factors include 'surface features' such as relatively
large interval leaps, change in dynamics, and micropauses ('grouping preference rules'), and
repeated musical patterns in terms of harmony, rhythm and melodic contour.
In the result of Beatles song Eleanor Rigby (Figure 4-19), section "B" in the true structure splits
into two sections "BB" due to an internal repetition (i.e., a phrase repeats right after itself) within
the "B" section. This split phenomenon happens in many cases of the corpus due to the internal
repetitions not shown in the true structure.
Figure 4-19: Comparison of the computed structure (above) and the true structure (below)
of the 25th Beatles song Eleanor Rigby using DM.
It also happens in some cases where several sections in the true structure merge into one section.
For example, for Beatles song Help (Figure 4-20), section A in the computed structure can be seen
as the combination of section A and B in the true structure. The merge phenomenon might be
caused for three reasons:
1) No clue of repetition for further splitting. Figure 4-20 shows an example of this case. There is
no reason to split one section into two sections "AB" as in the true structure only based on the
repetitive property.
2) Deficiency of structural labeling. Figure 4-10 shows an example of this case.
3) Parameters in the algorithm are set in such a way that short-phrase repetitions are ignored.
Figure 4-20: Comparison of the computed structure (above) and the true structure (below)
of the 14th Beatles song Help! using DM.
The split/merge phenomena suggest we further explore the hierarchical structure of music as the
output of structural analysis and also evaluate the result considering the hierarchical similarity,
which will be explained in the next section.
4.8 Generation and Comparison of Hierarchical Structures
Musical structure is hierarchical, and the size of the grain would have to vary from finer than a
single sound to large groupings of notes, depending upon composed relationships. Listening to
music is an active hierarchic process; therefore, what we hear (understand) will depend upon both
the composed relationships and the grain of our listening (Erickson, 1975). A theory of the
grouping structure was developed by Lerdahl (1983):
The process of grouping is common to many areas of human cognition. If confronted with a
series of elements or a sequence of events, a person spontaneously segments or "chunks" the
elements or events into groups of some kind. ... For music the input is the raw sequences of
pitches, attack points, durations, dynamics, and timbres in a heard piece. When a listener has
constructed a grouping structure for a piece, he has gone a long way toward "making sense"
of the piece: he knows what the units are, and which units belong together and which do not.
... The most fundamental characteristic of musical groups is that they are heard in a
hierarchical fashion. A motive is heard as part of a theme, a theme as part of a theme-group,
and a section as part of a piece.
Therefore, inferring the hierarchical structures of music and identifying the functionality of each
section within the structure is a more complicated yet interesting topic. Additionally, we need
metrics for comparing similarity of hierarchical structures, which will make more sense for
evaluating the result of recurrent structural analysis shown in Section 4.6.
4.8.1 Tree-structured Representation
The split/merge phenomena shown in Section 4.7 and the theory about music structure all suggest
us to consider the hierarchical structures of music; one good representation is the tree-structure.
Although, for a given piece of music, we might not have a unique tree representation, it is usually
natural to find one tree most appropriate to represent its repetitive property in multiple levels. For
example, one tree representation corresponding to song Yesterday is shown in Figure 4-21. The
second level of the tree corresponds to the true structure shown in Figure 4-11. The third level
denotes that there are four phrases in Section B, among which the first and the third are identical.
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Figure 4-21: Tree representation of the repetitive structure of song Yesterday.
Inferring the hierarchical repetitive structures of music is apparently a more complicated yet
interesting topic than the one-level structural analysis problem presented in the previous sections
of this chapter. One possible solution is building the tree representation based on the one-level
structural analysis result. Specifically, assuming we obtain the structural analysis result using the
algorithm described above and it corresponds to a particular level in the tree, the task is how to
build the whole tree structure similar to Figure 4-21 starting from this level. The algorithm can be
divided into two processes: roll-up process and drill-down process. The roll-up process merges
proper sections to build the tree structure up from this level to the top. The drill-down process
splits proper sections to build the tree structure down from this level to the bottom.
4.8.2 Roll-up Process
Given the one-level structural analysis result, denoted as a section symbol sequence
Y=XiX2 X3 ... XN, where Xi is a section symbol such as "A", "B", "C", etc. Let S be the set of all
the section symbols in Y. The roll-up process can be defined as follows:
1. Find substring Y, (IYsl>1 ) of Y, such that, if all the unoverlapped substring Ys's in Y are
substituted by a new section symbol X,, at least one symbol in S will not appear in the new
Y.
2. Let S be the set of all the section symbols in the new Y. If IYI>1, go to 1.
This algorithm iteratively merges sections in each loop, which corresponds to a particular level in
the tree structure. Note, however, the algorithm is not guaranteed to give a unique solution. For
example, Figure 4-22 shows two possible solutions corresponding to two different trees, given the
initial Y=AACDCD'ACDCD'A for song Yesterday. The first solution (left one) is consistent with
the tree structure shown in Figure 4-21, while the second solution (right one) corresponds to an
unnatural tree structure to represent the song. Therefore, the roll-up process can be seen as a
search problem; how to build heuristic rules based on musical knowledge to search for the most
natural path for merging sections needs to be explored in the future.
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Figure 4-22: Two possible solutions of the roll-up process (from bottom to top) for song
Yesterday.
4.8.3 Drill-down Process
The drill-down process is even algorithmically harder than the roll-up process. In the three reasons
for the merge phenomenon shown in Section 4.7, the cases caused by the first two reasons may not
be solved well without other musical cues (e.g., analysis of cadence), which does not have a
straightforward solution. A solution to the cases caused by the third reason is using the one-level
structural analysis algorithm again but focusing on each section instead of the whole piece to
further split sections to explore the repetitive structure within the sections. To achieve this,
parameters in the algorithm need to be tuned to serve the purpose of detecting short-segment
repetitions.
4.8.4 Evaluation Based on Hierarchical Structure Similarity
In addition to generating the tree structure, the roll-up and drill-down processes can be used for
comparing the structural similarity in a hierarchical context. The computed structure and the true
structure might not be at the same level in the hierarchical tree, so comparing them directly as
shown in Section 4.5 is not always reasonable. The one-level true structure labeled manually by
humans might have bias as well. For example, when a short musical phrase repeats right after
itself, we tended to label them as one section (a higher level in the tree) rather than two repeating
sections (a lower level in the tree).
Thus, for the two examples shown by Figure 4-19 and 4-20, it would be unfair to compare the
similarity between the computed structure and the true structure directly, because apparently the
two structures are at different levels in the hierarchical tree. When the computed structure is at a
lower level (e.g., AACDCD'ACDCD'A versus AABABA for Yesterday), there are splits; when
the computed structure is at a higher level (e.g., AABABA versus AACDCD'ACDCD'A for
Yesterday), there are merges.
There are also cases where both splits and merges happen for one piece. Figure 4-23 gives an
example of it, where the computed structure splits section A into two sections AA and merges two
sections BB into one section B. If we evaluate the segmentation accuracy based on the one-level
structure, the recall will be 6/8 and the precision will be 6/10. However, if we think about the
structure in the hierarchical context, both structures make sense: if a musical phrase repeats right
after itself, the two phrases might be seen as a refrain within one section or as two repeating
sections. Therefore, it would be more meaningful to compare the two structures at the same level.
For example, we can roll up both of the two structures to be ABA and thus get both recall and
precision to be 1.
A A
Figure 4-23: An example with both splits and merges involved.
Given the computed structure Y = XIX 2 ...XN and the true structure Y = XiX2...X , the
algorithm for comparing the similarity between these two structures by rolling-up them into the
same level is as follows:
1. Roll up the computed structure Y:
For each section X, in the true structure, if there are multiple sections Xjxj.*.Xij+k in
the computed structure that correspond to X, (i.e., the beginning of X, is roughly the
beginning of X and the end of X, is roughly the end of X ,, ), then merge
X Xj+***Xj+k into one section. After this step, we obtain a new computed structure
after roll-up, denoted as Y'.
2. Roll up the true structure Y:
For each section X, in the computed structure, if there are multiple sections
X X + ... X sin the true structure that correspond to X,, then merge
X X ,...Xj7, into one section. After this step, we obtain a new true structure after
roll-up, denoted as Y'.
3. Compute the label accuracy, recall and precision using the new structures Y' and Y'.
Thus, the performance evaluated in this way will take split and merge phenomena into
consideration and measure the similarity between two structures in the hierarchical context. Figure
4-24 and 4-25 show the performance measured in this way on the above two data corpora.
Comparing to performance without considering the hierarchical structure (Figure 4-13 and 4-14),
the result here is better, indicating split and merge phenomena did happen sometimes and the one-
level evaluation could not capture them well.
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Figure 4-24: Segmentation performance of recurrent structural analysis based on
hierarchical similarity for classical piano music (a: DM; b: IDM; c: computed KDM; d:
labeled KDM).
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Figure 4-25: Segmentation performance of recurrent structural analysis based on
hierarchical similarity for Beatles songs.
4.9 Summary
This chapter presented a method for automatically analyzing the recurrent structure of music from
acoustic signals. Experimental results were evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively, which
demonstrated the promise of the proposed method.
The boundaries of the sections generated based on the result of structural analysis have
significantly better consistency with musical transitions than boundaries produced by random.
Although recurrent structural analysis is not sufficient for music segmentation by itself, it can be
fused with other techniques (e.g., harmonic analysis described in the previous chapter) for local
transition detection and musical phrase modeling to obtain good segmentation performance.
At the end of this chapter, we also proposed a framework towards hierarchical structural analysis
of music and provided some preliminary results. Incorporating more musical knowledge might be
helpful to make analysis of hierarchical structure more efficient. Methods for automatically tuning
the parameters for different scales of repetition detection need to be developed as well.
Chapter 5 Structural Accentuation and Music Summarization
In the previous two chapters, the structures could be mostly inferred from the musical signals
given proper definitions of keys, chords or recurrence, while reactions of listeners were not
considerably addressed. In the following two chapters, we present two problems, music
summarization and salience detection, involving human musical memory and the attentive
listening process.
Music summarization (or, thumbnailing) aims at finding the most representative part of a musical
piece. For example, for pop/rock songs, there are often catchy and repetitious parts (called the
"hooks"), which can be implanted in your mind after hearing the song just once. This chapter
analyzes the correlation between the representativeness of a musical part and its location within
the global structure, and proposes a method to automate music summarization. Results will be
evaluated both by objective criteria and human experiments.
5.1 Structural Accentuation of Music
The term "accent" in this chapter will be used to describe points of emphasis in the musical sound.
Huron (1994) defined "accent" as "an increased prominence, noticeability, or salience ascribed to
a given sound event." Lerdahl (1983) distinguished three kinds of accent: phenomenal, structural,
and metrical. He especially described how structural accent is related to grouping: "structural
accents articulate the boundaries of groups at the phrase level and all larger grouping levels."
Deliege (1987) stated that "in perceiving a difference in the field of sounds, one experiences a
sensation of accent." Boltz (1986) proposed that "accents can arise from any deviation in pattern
context." Thus, accents were hypothesized to occur at moments in which a change occurs in any of
the auditory or visual aspects of the stimulus.
Additionally, in terms of long-time musical memory and musical events in larger scales, the
repeating patterns will get the emphasis because they will strengthen their representations and
connections in memory each time they repeat themselves.
Accents in music can happen at different levels. Here we are interested in accents at a higher and
global level: which part of music is the theme or "hook" of the piece? Burns' paper (1987) on
hook analysis summarized many definitions of "hook":
"It is the part of a song, sometimes the title or key lyric line, that keeps recurring" (Hurst and
Delson 1980, p. 58)
"A memorable catch phrase or melody line which is repeated in a song" (Kuroff 1982, p.
397)
"An appealing musical sequence or phrase, a bit of harmony or sound, or a rhythmic figure
that grabs or hooks a listener"(Shaw, 1982)
"A musical or lyrical phrase that stands out and is easily remembered" (Monaco and
Riordan's, 1980)
From the perspective of song writing, there can be many types of hooks: rhythm, melody,
harmony, lyric, instrumentation, tempo, dynamics, improvisation and accident, sound effects,
editing, mix, channel balance, signal distortion, etc. Although the techniques of making hooks can
be very different, the purpose is similar, which is to make the part of music unique and memorable
through recurrence, variation and contrast, as Burns pointed out:
... repetition is not essential in a hook, but is not ruled out either. While hooks in the form of
repetition may, to an extent, be 'the foundation of commercial songwriting' and record-
making, repetition is meaningless without its opposite, change. ... Thus, repetition and change
are opposite possibilities from moment to moment in music. The tension between them can be
a source of meaning and emotion. Music-making is, to a large degree, the manipulation of
structural elements through the use of repetition and change. Sometimes a repetition will be
extreme, but often it will incorporate minor changes, in which case it is a variation. At certain
points, major changes will occur.
Although it is not quite clear what makes a musical part a hook, the above has uncovered some
properties of hooks. Thus, a hook should be a good balance between uniqueness and
memorability. A hook should have some difference from the listener's previous listening
experience, which makes it interesting rather than boring. On the other hand, a hook should be
easy enough for memorizing. It should repeat itself for emphasizing and conform some cultural
and aesthetic traditions to sound appealing.
5.2 Music Summarization via Structural Analysis
An ideal system for automatic music summarization should consider two aspects: one is the
intrinsic property of a musical phrase, such as its melody, rhythm, instrumentation, from which we
can infer how appealing or singable or familiar to the listeners it is; the other is the reference
property of a musical phrase, such as the number of times it repeats and the location where it
appears. A hook should appear at the right locations to make it catchier. Typically a good spot is
the beginning or end of the chorus or refrain. It would be most memorable if placed there.
However, this dissertation will only emphasize the second aspect, because of the complexity and
lack of psychological principles for the first aspect. That means where the main theme or "hook"
of a musical piece normally appears (called structurally accented locations in this dissertation)
will be mainly addressed as a key for music summarization. We will explore how the location of a
musical phrase within the whole structure of the piece (relating to the number of repetitions,
whether it is at the beginning of a section, etc.) affects its accent. Thus, although the location is by
no means the only factor that determines the accentuation, since good musical works probably
tend to make all the factors consistent, it should be effective enough to only look at the reference
property of musical phrases. This is similar to summarizing a document: good articles tend to put
key sentences at the beginning of each paragraph instead of the middle to catch the attention of
readers.
Therefore, it would be helpful if the song has been segmented into meaningful sections before
summarization for locating structurally accented locations, e.g., the beginning or the ending of a
section, especially a chorus section. For example, among the 26 Beatles songs in Section 4.6, 6
songs have the song titles in the first phrase of a section; 9 songs have them in the last phrase of a
section; and 10 songs have them in both the first and the last phrases of a section. Only one song
has its title in the middle of a section. For many pop/rock songs, titles are contained in hooks. This
information is very useful for music summarization: once we have the recurrent structure of a
song, we can have different music summarization strategies for different applications or for
different types of users.
In the following, the method we present will find the most representative part of music
(specifically, hooks of pop/rock music) based on the result of recurrent structural analysis. Note
that the summarization result using any of the following strategies will depend on the accuracy of
the recurrent structural analysis.
5.2.1 Section-beginning Strategy (SBS)
The first strategy assumes that the most repeated part of the music is also the most representative
part and the beginning of a section is typically essential. Thus, this strategy, illustrated by Figure
5-1, chooses the beginning of the most repeated section as the thumbnail of the music. The
algorithm first finds the most repeated sections based on the structural analysis result, takes the
first section among these and truncates its beginning (20 seconds in this experiment) as the
thumbnail.
A B A
Figure 5-1: Section-beginning strategy.
5.2.2 Section-transition Strategy (STS)
We also investigated the music thumbnails at some commercial music web sites for music sales
(e.g., Amazon.com, music.msn.com) and found that the thumbnails they use do not always start
from the beginning of a section and often contain the transition part (end of section A and
beginning of section B). This strategy assumes that the transition part can give a good overview of
both sections and is more likely to capture the hook (or, title) of the song, though it typically will
not give a thumbnail right at the beginning of a phrase or section.
Based on the structural analysis result, the algorithm finds a transition from section A to section B;
and then it truncates the end of section A, the bridge and the beginning of section B (shown in
Figure 5-2). The boundary accuracy is not very important for this strategy.
A B A B B
Figure 5-2: Section-transition strategy.
To choose the transition for summarization, three methods were investigated:
- STS-I: Choose the transition such that the sum of the repeated times of A and those of B
is maximized; if there is more than one such transition, the first one will be chosen. In the
above example, since there are only two different sections, either A 4 B or B 4 A
satisfies the condition; thus the first transition from A to B will be chosen.
m STS-II: Choose the most repeated transitions between different sections; if there is more
than one such transition, the first one will be chosen. In the above example, A 4 B
occurs twice, B - A occurs once; thus the first transition from A to B will be chosen.
- STS-III: Choose the first transition right before the most repeated section. In the above
example, B is the most repeated section; thus the first transition from A to B will be
chosen.
Although in the above example, all these three methods will choose the same transition for
summarization, we can come out with various other forms where the three methods will choose
different transitions.
5.3 Human Experiment
The most difficult problem in music summarization is probably how to set up the ground truth to
evaluate the generated summarizations. To some extent, if we know what a good summarization
should be, we can always develop good strategies to generate a good summarization given the
structure of music.
However, whether a summary is good or not is subjective and the answer may vary among
different listeners. Here are some criteria for good music summarization summarized by Logan
(2000) based on a survey from their human experiment:
1. A vocal portion is better than instrumental.
2. It's nice to have the title sung in the summary.
3. The beginning of the song is usually pretty good; at least that gets an average.
4. It's preferable to start at the beginning of a phrase rather than in the middle.
However, there was no quantitative result about how these criteria are important for evaluating
summarizations. Therefore, we also conducted an online human experiment whose main purpose
is to examine whether the structure of music and the location of phrases play a role in evaluating a
summarization and how it varies from listener to listener.
5.3.1 Experimental Design
5.3.1.1 Data set
In the experiment, ten pieces were chosen, including five Beatles songs (various forms), three
classical piano pieces, and two Chinese pop songs (Table 5-1). Titles of these pieces were not
provided to the subjects during the experiment.
Table 5-1: Ten pieces used in the human experiment.
1 Beatles: Eight days a week
2 Beatles: I feel fine
3 Beatles: I want to hold your hand
4 Beatles: We can work it out
5 Beatles: Yellow submarine
6 Piano: Rubenstein: Melody In F
7 Piano: Beethoven: Minuet In G
8 Piano: Schumann: From Kinderszenen (1. Von Fremden Landern Und Menschen)
9 Chinese pop: Dong Feng Po
10 Chinese pop: Yu Jian
For each piece, five 20-second summarizations were generated as follows based on the true
structure of each piece:
1) Random
2) Beginning of the second most repeated section, denoted as section A
3) Beginning of the most repeated section, denoted as section B
4) Transition A - B
5) Transition B - A
Three questions were asked for each summarization for rating from 1 (worst) to 7 (best):
Question 1: How does this summarization capture the gist of the song?
Question 2: How is this summarization good for advertising this song?
Question 3: How is it easy for you to identify the song based on the summarization?
5.3.1.2 Interface and Process
The subjects were instructed to go through the following process. They can stop at any point
during the experiment and can resume from the stopping point if they wish:
I . Instruction of the experiment: The first page (Figure 5-3) illustrates the purpose and process
of the experiment.
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Figure 5-3: Instruction page.
2. Subject registration: Subjects provide their personal information related to the experiment,
including age, gender, country, occupation, music experience, familiarity with Beatles songs,
familiarity with western classical music, familiarity with Chinese pop music, language, etc.
(Figure 5-4).
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Figure 5-4: Subject registration page.
3. Thumbnail rating: Each page presents one song and its five summarizations for subjects to
rate. Subjects also need to indicate their familiarity with the piece. The ten pieces come out
with a random order for each subject to reduce the order effect and obtain roughly even
samples for each piece in case some subjects do not complete the experiment.
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Figure 5-5: Thumbnail rating page.
4. Hook marking: After rating the summarizations of a piece, subjects are
input the hook in terms of the starting point and the ending point (Figure
have the option to skip this question.
asked to manually
5-6). Subjects also
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Figure 5-6: Hook marking page.
5. Survey: At the end of the experiment, subjects are asked to briefly describe how they choose
the hook of a piece.
5.3.2 Subjects
Subjects were invited to the online experiment via emails to three different groups: MIT Media
Lab mailing list, Chinese students at MIT including a Chinese chorus group, and Music
Information Retrieval mailing list. Thus, most of the participants should be students and
researchers around MIT or in the music information retrieval field.
Figure 5-7 shows a profile of sample size obtained. Duplicate records due to pressing the back
button during the experiment were deleted before any of the following analysis. The left figure
indicates that about half of the registered subjects did not really participate in the experiment (i.e.,
did not rate any of the summarizations); the other half did part or the whole experiment. The right
figure shows, for each of the ten pieces, how many subjects rated its summarizations or marked its
hook, and how they were familiar with the piece.
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Figure 5-7: Profile of sample size (left:
number of subjects per song).
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5.3.3 Observations and Results
In the following, we will present some questions we wanted to investigate and observations made
from the experimental result:
Question: What is the best summarization strategy? Are the summarizations generated
based on the musical structure better than randomly generated ones?
Figure 5-8 shows the average ratings of the five summarizations (1 through 5 corresponding to the
five generated summarizations described in Section 5.3.1.1) over all the rating samples for each
type of summarization. Each error bar shows the standard error, which is the sample's standard
deviation divided by 5 (n is sample size).
It clearly shows that all the four non-random summarizations are significantly better than the
randomly generated summarization, for all the three questions. The third summarization
corresponding to using the beginning of the most repeated section obtained the highest
performance.
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Figure 5-8: Average ratings of the five summarizations.
Question: Are ratings for the three questions consistent?
In general, the ratings with regard to the three questions are quite consistent, but there are also
slight variations. The rating for random summarization with regard to the third question obtained a
higher score than those with regard to the first two questions, which suggests that even musical
parts without hooks can help subjects identify the whole piece fairly easily. Although
summarization 3 gets the highest ratings and summarization 1 gets the lowest ratings with regards
to all the three questions, the orders of the other three summarizations are slightly different with
regard to different questions. For example, summarization 2 obtained quite low average rating
with high variation with regard to question 1, since the hook of the piece should be more likely to
be contained the in section B rather than section A.
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Question: Do the most repeated sections (section B) always get higher ratings than the
second most repeated sections (section A)?
The result is, for 7 out of 10 pieces, section B got higher ratings. Among the other three, two are
piano pieces (the 61h and 7 h piece), where section A is very short and thus the 20-second
summarization actually contains both section A and the beginning of section B. Therefore, for 6
out of the 7 pop/rock pieces, section B got higher ratings. Interestingly, for the 2nd piece (Beatles I
feel fine) whose section A was rated higher, section B (the most repeated part) is actually the
chorus part.
Question: How did the subjects identify the hooks?
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Figure 5-9: Hook marking result (left: without structural folding; right: with structural
folding).
The left plot in Figure 5-9 shows a hook-marking matrix. The y-axis indicates different pieces.
The x-axis indicates time. The color indicates how many times the part in this piece was included
in the hooks marked by the subjects.
Since each piece is repetitive, the subject did not necessarily mark the first section or only one
section that contains the hook. If we assume different appearances of the hook are equally
important, we can fold the hook marking result in a way that if the subject mark the second or later
appearance of the hook, we change it into the corresponding location of its first appearance. Thus,
we can obtain another hook-marking matrix (i.e., hook-marking matrix with structural folding),
shown as the right plot in Figure 5-9.
The most frequently marked hooks for the ten pieces in the experiment are summarized in Table 5-
2 based on the right plot. It shows that,
1. Except for the piano pieces, all hooks are mainly vocal;
2. Except in the piano pieces, 3 out of 7 have hooks containing the titles of the songs;
3. Hooks for all the piano pieces start at the beginning of the pieces; for the pop/rock songs, only
2 out of 7 start the hooks at the beginning of the songs;
4. All hooks start at the beginning of a phrase; 7 out of 10 start the hooks at the beginning of a
section.
Table 5-2: Most frequently marked hooks for the ten pieces.
1 "hold me, love me"
2 "Baby's good to me, you know,
She's happy as can be, you know,
She said so."
3 "Then I'll say that something,
I wanna hold your hand,"
4 "Try to see it my way,
Do I have to keep talking till I can't go on?"
5 "We all live in a yellow submarine,
Yellow submarine, yellow submarine"
6 First 12 seconds of the beginning
7 First 10 seconds of the beginning
8 First 15 seconds of the beginning
9 The whole section B (chorus part containing the song's title)
10 The last two phrases in section B
Eight subjects answered the question about how they chose the hooks. Three subjects stated they
would consider the repeating times of phrases; one subject said he/she would need a transition to
both themes; one chose the parts he/she liked most; two mentioned it was hard to describe; one
mentioned three aspects including repeating times, the beginning of the piece (especially for
classical music) and the climax. This suggests that different subjects seem have different criteria
for choosing summarizations, though the repeating time of a phrase is quite important for most
listeners.
Question: How lyrics are important for hook identification? Is there any cultural
difference when identifying hooks?
We chose two Chinese pop songs in the data set in order to investigate whether lyrics are
important for hook identification and whether there is any difference of hook perception between
people who understand the lyrics and people who do not understand the lyrics.
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Figure 5-10: Hook marking result with structural folding (left: non-Chinese subjects; right:
Chinese subjects).
Figure 5-10 shows the hook marking result with structural folding from people who do not
understand Chinese (left) and from people who understand Chinese (right). It does show some
difference. The biggest difference occurs for the ninth song, which is a Chinese pop song. Almost
all subjects who do not understand Chinese marked section A as the hook, while all subjects who
understand Chinese marked section B (containing the song's title) as the hook. It seems lyrics do
play a role in hook identification. However, bigger sample size might be necessary to draw a
conclusion on this.
5.4 Objective Evaluation
Based on the previous human experiment, five criteria for pop/rock music are considered for
evaluating the summarization result. These criteria include:
1) The percentage of generated thumbnails that contain a vocal portion;
2) The percentage of generated thumbnails that contain the song's title;
3) The percentage of generated thumbnails that start at the beginning of a section;
4) The percentage of generated thumbnails that start at the beginning of a phrase.
5) The percentage of generated thumbnails that capture a transition between different sections.
Since using the beginning of a piece seems a fairly good strategy for classical music, we will only
consider pop/rock music in the following. Table 5-3 shows the performance of all the strategies
(SBS, STS-I, STS-II and STS-III) presented in Section 5.2 using the 26 Beatles songs (Appendix
A). For evaluating transition criterion (5th column), only the 22 songs in our corpus that have
different sections were counted.
The comparison of the thumbnailing strategies clearly shows that the section-transition strategies
generate a lower percentage of thumbnails starting at the beginning of a section or a phrase, while
these thumbnails are more likely to contain transitions. SBS has the highest chance to capture the
vocal and STS-I has the highest chance to capture the title.
It is possible, though, to achieve better performance using this strategy, if
structural analysis accuracy in the future.
we can improve the
Table 5-3: 20-second music summarization result.
Beginning of a Beginning of a
Vocal Title section phrase Transition
SBS 100% 65% 62% 54% 23%
STS-I 96% 73% 42% 46% 82%
STS-II 96% 62% 31% 46% 91%
STS-III 96% 58% 31% 50% 82%
5.5 Summary
An online human experiment has been conducted to help set up the ground truth about what makes
a good summarization of music. Strategies for thumbnailing based on structural analysis were also
proposed in this chapter. There can be other variations as well. We should choose appropriate
strategies for different applications and different length constraint. For example, the section-
beginning strategy might be good for indexing query-based applications, because it is more likely
that the user will query from the beginning of a section or a phrase. The section-transition strategy
might be good for music recommendation, where it might be more important to capture the title in
the thumbnail.
Music segmentation, summarization and structural analysis are three coupled tasks. Discovery of
effective methods for undertaking any one of these three tasks will benefit the other two.
Furthermore, the solution to any of them depends on the study of human perception of music, for
example, what makes a part of music sounds like a complete phrase and what makes it memorable
or distinguishable. Human experiments are always necessary for exploring such questions.
Chapter 6 Musical Salience for Classification
Another problem related to Chapter 5 is about musical salience or the "signature" of music: the
most informative part of music when we make a judgment of its genre, artist, style, etc. Thus, this
problem is similar to music summarization, since both try to identify important parts of music for
some purposes. The difference here is the salient parts extracted are not necessarily used to
identify the musical piece itself, as in music summarization, but to identify its category in some
sense. This chapter investigates whether a computer system can detect the most "informative"
parts of music for a classification task.
6.1 Musical Salience
If humans are asked to listen to a piece of music and tell who is the singer or who is the composer,
we typically will hold our decision until we get to a specific point that can show the characteristics
of that singer or composer in our mind (called the signature of the artist). For example, one of the
author's favorite Chinese female singers, Faye Wong, has a very unique voice in her high pitch
range. Whenever we hear that part of her song, we can immediately identify she is the singer.
Here is another example. Many modem Chinese classical composers attempted to incorporate
Chinese traditional elements in their westem-style work. One way they did it was adding one or
two passages in their work using Chinese traditional instruments and/or tunes, so that the listeners
can easily get the sense of the characteristic of that piece.
Even if we are not asked to do any judgments of the above kinds explicitly, we will naturally do
these while we are listening to music. And this is related to our musical memory and attentive
listening process. Deliege concluded that categorization is a universal feature of attentive listening.
Typically, a listener has some exposure to various types of music - music of different genres, of
different styles, by different singers, by different composers, of a happy or sad mode, etc. The
characteristics of a type of music will be stored in our long-time musical memory as a prototype, if
we have been familiar enough with that type. Thus, there must be a training stage of forming these
prototypes. When we hear a new piece of music, we will compare the elements from the piece
with various types of music in our mind and make all kinds of the judgments accordingly. Imagine
if there existed a type of music that has no elements in common with the types of music we are
familiar with, we would not be able to make any sense of it the first time we hear it, because we
cannot make any judgment based on our previous musical experience. Therefore, investigating
musical salience can greatly help us understand the musical listening process and how human
musical memory is organized.
6.2 Discriminative Models and Confidence Measures for Music Classification
6.2.1 Framework of Music Classification
Methods for music classification can be summarized into two categories as summarized in Section
2.3.2. The first method is to segment the musical signal into frames, classify each frame
independently, and then assign the sequence to the class to which most of the frames belong. It can
be regarded as using multiple classifiers to vote for the label of the whole sequence. This
technique works fairly well for timbre-related classifications. Pye (2000) and Tzanetakis (2002)
studied genre classification. Whitman (2001), Berenzweig (2001, 2002) and Kim (2002)
investigated artist/singer classification. In addition to this frame-based classification framework,
the second method attempted to use features of the whole sequence (e.g., emotion detection by
Liu, 2003), or use models capturing the dynamic of the sequence (e.g., Explicit Time Modeling
with Neural Network and Hidden Markov Models for genre classification by Soltau, 1998) for
music classification.
This chapter focuses on the first method for music classification, investigating the relative
usefulness of different musical parts when making the final decision of the whole musical piece,
though the same idea might also be explored for the second method.
Thus, the question that this chapter addresses is which part of a piece should contribute most to a
judgment about music's category when applying the first classification framework and whether
what is "important" for machines (measured by confidence) is consistent with human intuition.
When voting for the label of the whole sequence at the last step, we will consider the confidence
of each frame. Here, we want to explore several definitions of confidence, and see whether we can
throw away the "noisy" frames and use only the "informative" frames to achieve equally good or
better classification performance. This is similar to Berenzweig's work (2002), which tried to
improve the accuracy of singer identification by first locating the vocal part of the signal and then
using only that part for identifying the singer. The main difference here is that we do not assume
any prior knowledge about which parts are "informative" (e.g., the vocal part is more informative
than the accompaniment part for singer identification); on the contrary, we let the classifier itself
choose the most "informative" parts by having been given a proper definition of confidence. We
then can analyze whether the algorithmically chosen parts are consistent with our intuition. Thus,
to some extent, it is a reverse problem of Berenzweig's: if we define the confidence well, the
algorithm should choose the vocal parts automatically for singer identification.
There is another possibility, of course: the algorithmically chosen parts are not consistent with
human intuition. If this happens, two possibilities need to be considered: first, the algorithm and
the definition of confidence can be improved; second, computers can use the information humans
cannot observe, or the information we do not realize we are using. One example of this is the
"album effect": when doing artist identification, the classifier actually identifies the album instead
of the artist himself/herself by leaming the characteristics of audio production in the recording.
Thus, although the classification accuracy might be high, we cannot expect it to perform equally
well for samples under a different recording condition.
Specifically, in the following, the first three steps are the same as the most-widely used approach
for music classification:
1. Segment the signal into frames and compute the feature of each frame (e.g., Mel-
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients);
2. Train a classifier using frames of the training signals independently;
3. Apply the classifier to the frames of the test signals independently; each piece is assigned
to the class to which most of the frames belong;
Following these is one additional step:
4. Instead of using all the frames of a test signal for determining its label, a portion of the
frames are chosen according to a specific rule (e.g., choose randomly, choose the ones of
large values of confidence) to determine the label of the whole signal.
The last step can be regarded as choosing from a collection of classifiers for the final judgment.
Thus, the confidence measure should be able to capture the reliability of the classification, i.e. how
certain that the classification is correct. And we want to compare the performances of using
different rules for choosing the frames, and examine whether the algorithmically selected parts of
a piece are consistent with human's intuition.
6.2.2 Classifiers and Confidence Measures
Let us consider discriminative models for classification. Suppose the discriminant function
S(x) = j is obtained by training a classifier, the confidence of classifying a test sample x should
be the predictive posterior distribution:
C(x) = P(y = x) = P(y = S(x) I x) (6-1)
However, it is generally not easy to have the posterior distribution. Thus, we need a way to
estimate it, which is natural for some types of classifiers, while not so natural for some others.
In the following, we will focus on linear classification, i.e., S(x) = j = sign(w'x), since
nonlinearity can easily be incorporated by kernelizing the input point. Among the linear
classifiers, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) is representative of the non-Bayesian approach,
while the Bayes Point Machine (BPM) is representative of the Bayesian approach. Thus, this
chapter will investigate these two linear classifiers and their corresponding confidence measures.
For BPM, w is modeled as a random vector instead of an unknown parameter vector. Estimating
the posterior distribution for BPM was extensively investigated by Minka (2001) and Qi (2002;
2004). Here, Predictive Automatic Relevance Determination by Expectation-propagation (Pred-
ARD-EP), an iterative algorithm for feature selection and sparse learning, will be used for
classification and estimating the predictive posterior distribution:
C(x)= P(y = I x, D)
= P( I x, w)p(w I D)dw = T(z) (6-2)
(jm.) x (6-3)
where D is the training set, x is the kernelized input point, 9 is the predictive label of x. P(a)
can be a step function, i.e., P(a) = 1 if a > 0 and P(a) =0 if a 0. We can also use the
logistic function or probit model as T(.). Variables m, and V,, are mean and covariance matrix
of the posterior distribution of w, i.e., p(w I t,a) = N(m.,V,), where a is a hyper-parameter
vector in the prior of w, i.e., p(w I a) = N(0,diag(a)).
Estimating the posterior distribution for SVM might not be very intuitive, because the idea for
SVM is to maximize the margin instead of estimating the posterior distribution. If we mimic the
confidence measure for BPM, we obtain
C(x) = P(z) (6-4)
z = (jw)Tx (6-5)
Thus, the confidence measure for Pred-ARD-EP is similar to that for SVM except that it is
normalized by the square root of the covariance projected on the data point. The confidence
measure for SVM is proportional to the distance between the input point and the classification
boundary.
6.2.3. Features and Parameters
For both SVM and Pred-ARD-EP, a RBF basis function (Equation 6-6) was used with a = 5. A
Probit model was used as '(.). The maximum lagrangian value in SVM (i.e., C) was set to 30.
All the parameters were tuned based on several trials (several splits of training and testing data) to
obtain the highest possible accuracy.
||x-x'\12K(x,x')=exp(- , ) (6-6)
2U-
The features used for both experiments were Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)
representation, which are widely used for speech and audio signals.
6.3 Experiment 1: Genre Classification of Noisy Musical Signals
Two data sets were chosen for the convenience of analyzing the correlation between
algorithmically selected frames based on confidence and intuitively selected frames based on prior
knowledge. The first is a genre classification data set with the first half of each sequence replaced
by white noise for further investigation of consistency between the important part of each
sequence (i.e., the second half) and the part with high confidence. The second is a data set of
monophonic singing voice for gender classification. In both cases, we only consider binary
classifications. Specifically, for either experiment, the data set was sampled at 1kHz sampling
rate. Analysis was performed using frame size of 450 samples (-40 msec) and frames were taken
every 225 samples (-20 msec). MFCCs were computed for each frame. Only every 25th data
frame was used for training and testing because of the computer memory constraint. 30% of the
sequences were used for training, while 70% were used for testing. The performance was averaged
over 60 trials.
The data set used in the first experiment consists of 65 orchestra recordings and 45 Jazz recordings
of 10 seconds each. The MFCCs of the first half frames of each sequence (both training and
testing) were replaced by random noise normally distributed with m = m0 and a = co or
a= 0.1 - o, where m and os are the mean and standard deviation of the original data
(including data from both classes).
Figure 6-1 gives an example of the distribution of added noise (all data points in the plots were
generated for illustration and were not the original musical data). Since the noise is added to
training signals of both classes, these noisy points are labeled as a mixture of points from class 1
and points from class 2. Therefore, in bother of the cases shown in Figure 6-1, the data set is not
linear separable. However, when o = ron, the noisy points are mixed with the original data points;
when o = 0.1 -ao, the noisy points are separable from the original data points.
Figure 6-1: Distribution of added noise (left: a = co; right: a = 0.1 -o): o for class 1, * for
class 2 and x for added noise.
Figure 6-2 shows the result when a = oa. The accuracy is evaluated by the percentages of test
pieces correctly classified.
In Figure 6-2, the x-axis denotes the selection rate, which means the percentage of frames selected
according to some criterion. The two horizontal lines are baselines, corresponding to the
performances using all the frames available to each sequence (the above is confidence-weighted
meaning each frame contributes differently to the label assignment of the whole signal based on
confidence; the below is not confidence-weighted). The other four curves, a through d from top to
the bottom, correspond to:
a) Selecting frames appearing later in the piece (thus, larger frame indexes and fewer noisy
frames),
b) Selecting frames with highest confidence,
c) Selecting randomly,
d) Selecting frames with lowest confidence.
All these four curves approach the lower baseline when the selection rate goes to 1. It is easy to
explain the peaks at selection rate 50% in curve a, since half of the frames were replaced by noise.
The order of these four curves is consistent with our intuition. Curve a performed the best because
it used the prior knowledge about data.
Figure 6-3 show the results when a =0.1- ca. In this case, the added noise has a distribution more
separable from the original data. Interestingly, comparing to the result when a = ao, the
performance using SVM got much lower, while the performance using Pred-AD-EP did not get
lower and its performance with frame selection based on confidence even got higher than its
performance with frame selection based on prior knowledge for selection rate below 50%.
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Figure 6-2: Accuracy of Genre Classification with Noise a = Uo (left: Pred-ARD-EP; right:
SVM)
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Figure 6-3: Accuracy of Genre Classification with Noise a = 0.1 -co (left: Pred-ARD-EP;
right: SVM)
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We also want to know the property of the selected frames. Figure 6-4 and 6-5 show the percentage
of selected frames (selecting by random, by confidence and by index) that are noise (first half of
each piece) or not noise (second half of each piece) at selection rate 50%. As we expected, frame
selection based on confidence does select slightly more frames at the second half of each piece
(not entirely though). In particular, if we look at the distribution of selected frames in Figure 6-5
and compare it to Figure 6-4, Pred-AD-EP did tend to select much more un-noisy data for the final
decision, which explains why its corresponding performance is good.
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6.4 Experiment 2: Gender Classification of Singing Voice
The data set used in this experiment consists of monophonic recordings of 45 male singers and 28
female singers, one sequence for each singer. All the other parameters are the same as the first
experiment except that no noise was added to the data, since we here want to analyze whether the
algorithmically selected frames are correlated with the vocal portion of the signal.
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Figure 6-6: Accuracy of Gender Classification of Singing Voice (left: Pred-ARD-EP; right:
SVM)
The results from the experiment are summarized in Figure 6-6. Similarly, the two horizontal lines
in Figure 6-6 are baselines. The other four curves, a through d from top to the bottom, correspond
to:
a) Selecting frames of the highest confidence,
b) Selecting frames of the highest energy,
c) Selecting randomly
d) Selecting frames of the lowest confidence.
In curve b, we used amplitude instead of index (i.e., location of the frame) as the criterion for
selecting frames, because the data set consists of monophonic recording of singing voice and
amplitude can be a good indicator of whether there is vocal at the time. The order of these four
curves can be explained the way similar to the last experiment, except that, selecting frames based
on prior knowledge does not seem to outperform selecting frames based on confidence. The
reason here might be that amplitude itself cannot completely determine whether the frame contains
vocal or not. For example, an environmental noise can also cause high amplitude. It might be
better to combine other features, e.g., pitch range, harmonicity, to determine the vocal parts.
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Figure 6-7: Amplitude distribution of selected frames at selection rate 55% (above:
Pred-ARD-EP; below: SVM)
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Figure 6-8: Pitch distribution of selected frames at selection rate 55% (above: Pred-ARD-
EP; below: SVM)
Figure 6-7 shows the histogram (ten bins divided evenly from 0 to 1) of the amplitude of selected
frames at selection rate 55%. The five groups correspond to distributions of all test data, selected
frames by random selection, discarded frames by confidence-based selection, selected frames by
confidence-based selection and selected frames by amplitude-based selection. As we expected, the
frame selection based on confidence does tend to select frames that are not silence.
To show the correlation between confidence selection and another vocal indicator - pitch range,
Figure 6-8 shows the histogram (ten bins divided evenly from 0 to 1kHz) of the pitches of selected
frames at selection rate 55%. Pitch of each frame was estimated by autocorrelation. It clearly
shows that the frame selection based on confidence tends to choose frames that have pitches
around 100-400Hz corresponding to a typical pitch range of human speakers. Note that although
0
0
0
0
1.2
the data set used here is singing voice instead of speech, most singers sang in a casual way so that
the pitches are not as high as normal professional singing.
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Figure 6-9: Difference of pitch vs amplitude distribution between selected frames and
unselected frames at selection rate 55 % (left: Pred-ARD-EP; right: SVM)
To show the correlation between confidence selection and the two vocal indicators (amplitude and
pitch range) together, Figure 6-9 shows the amplitude-pitch distribution difference between
selected frames and unselected frames based on confidence. It clearly shows that the frame
selection based on confidence tends to choose frames that have higher amplitude and pitches
around 100~400Hz.
6.5 Discussion
The experimental results demonstrate that the confidence measures do, to some extent, capture the
importance of data, which is also consistent with the prior knowledge. The performance is at least
equally good as the baseline (using all frames), slightly worse than using prior knowledge
properly, but significantly better than selecting frames randomly. This is very similar to human
perception: for humans to make a similar judgment (e.g., singer identification), given only the
signature part should be as good as given the whole piece, and much better than given the trivial
parts.
Although this chapter does not aim at comparing Pred-ARD-EP and SVM, for the first data set,
SVM slightly outperformed Pred-ARD-EP when the added noise is not separable from the original
data, while Pred-ARD-EP outperformed SVM when the added noise is separable from the original
data. The second case corresponds to the situation when only part of each musical signal has the
"signature" information (or musical salience) of its type, while the other parts of the signals (non-
signature parts) may share the same distribution with the non-signature parts of signals from
another class and are separable from the distribution of the "signature" parts. This is probably
more common in many music applications. For example, for singer identification, the signature
parts should be the vocal portion; the non-signature parts should be the instrumental portion. Thus,
the non-signature parts of different singers might share the same distribution (assuming same
genre) and the instrumental portion should be easily separable from the vocal portion in the feature
space, if properly defined.
The result from the first experiment seems also to suggest that SVM is more sensitive to the types
of noise added. This is consistent with the conclusion that SVM is in general more sensitive to
outliers in the data set because its boundary depends on the support vectors. On the other hand,
Pred-ARD-EP attempts to use Bayesian method to estimate the predictive posterior probability
and can better tolerate the impact of different types of noises.
Another interesting phenomenon is, for SVM, the performance curve corresponding to
confidence-based selection is always between the two baselines (confidence-weighted or not
weighted using all frames), while, for Pred-ARD-EP, the performance curve corresponding to
confidence-based selection can go significantly above the confidence-weighted baseline.
Although the classifiers tend to choose frames that are intuitively more "informative", they did not
choose as many as they could; the noisy parts and the silent parts, respectively, still seem to
contribute to classification. Thus, the "album effect" seems to exist in our cases. This effect should
depend on how good the confidence measure is and how the classifier deals with noise, which
suggests two directions in the future: exploring more confidence measures and further
investigating how different types of noise impact the estimate of confidence.
For classifiers that attempt to catch the dynamic of a signal (e.g., HMM) rather than model the
signal as independent frames, similar techniques might still be useful for determining the most
"important" segments and ignoring irrelevant parts to improve the accuracy.
6.6 Summary
This chapter presented a framework of music classification with partial selection based on
confidence measures. The experiments showed some consistency between algorithmically selected
musical parts based on confidence and the salient parts of music that humans would identify, for
making a judgment. This will help us understand music listening process; from a practical point of
view, using only the musical salience rather than the whole musical signal can help improve the
classification accuracy.
Chapter 7 Conclusions
This dissertation has presented a framework for automated analysis of musical structure, including
tonality analysis, recurrent structure analysis, hook analysis and salience analysis. The utility of
the framework has been demonstrated in the applications of music segmentation, summarization
and classification. These results have been validated through quantitative evaluations and
perceptual listening experiments using real-world musical stimuli. In this concluding chapter, we
will summarize the results in this dissertation with some general principles and thoughts that we
had during the experimentation. Following that will be brief discussions about some limitations of
the presented framework and research questions that warrant further investigation.
7.1 Reflections
When humans attempt to understand a concept or perceive an object, one important way is to
chunk it into smaller parts, investigate the relation between these different parts and the whole,
and study how they are organized to fulfill certain functions. I still remember once in Marvin
Minsky's class. He proposed that we could find rigorous definitions of concepts only in a
mathematical context. "How could you define a chair? You can say it has four legs, but there are
certainly some chairs that do not have four legs. You can say it is something that we can sit on, but
there are certainly some other things that we can sit on. There is no way that you can find a
rigorous definition of chair." However, we cannot say "chair" is not a valid concept that cannot be
understood, though finding its definition might be hard. That means - if I do not understand the
English word "chair" and somebody tells me "it has four legs and is something that we can sit on."
- I will surely get it. This perhaps can demonstrate how the structure of an object and its relation to
its functionality are so important for us to understand the object in general. For music, it is
especially important.
During my research into music-related applications, I found the representation is always one of the
key issues. Chromagram was mainly used in this dissertation for its direct mapping to standard
musical notes. However, it does have some drawbacks that make it inappropriate for some
applications. For example, as I mentioned in Section 3.1, chromagram might not be good for
pieces or genres that are not well tuned. Even for the classical piano music corpus I used for the
key detection task, I believe part of the reason that the algorithm got confused between the true
key and its dominant or subdominant key is due to the drawback of the chromagram
representation. Since chromagram combines frequency components of the spectrogram, it blurs
the details of the original signal. Therefore, I suspect it will not work well for timbre-related
applications and that is why, for the music classification tasks, I chose MFCCs instead of
chromagram.
Recurrent structural analysis is really a hard task given that we have no prior knowledge about the
formal structure of the piece and the recurrent patterns. Without explicit modeling of phrases, the
accuracy we can get should be limited. However, I found explicitly modeling musical phrases is
an even harder task - the current approach as far as I know considers only the amplitude change as
the cue for deciding phrase boundaries, which is apparently too simple and far from robust. An
ideal approach could be modeling the harmonic structure and incorporating the prior musical
knowledge about the phrase structure, besides considering amplitude change. For vocal music,
lyrics could be another cue for indicating phrases. Are these the only cues we can use for
identifying phases? Are they all necessary? Is there a minimum set of necessary cues for human
listeners to decide the phrase boundaries? These are the questions for music psychologists. I was
wondering if there were any human experiments to investigate whether a listener can parse the
musical phrases correctly on a musical piece from a completely different culture that he/she is not
familiar with its harmonic structure and does not understand the lyrics either. I tried to incorporate
my result from harmonic analysis and use it to tune the boundaries for recurrent structural
analysis, but could not find any significant improvement of segmentation recall or precision.
The hook analysis was originally a by-product of recurrent structural analysis, but it turned out to
be an interesting topic itself after some investigation. One question I was confused by for a long
time was whether something memorable is equivalent to something catchy. For musical hooks, I
found these two concepts often got interchanged. But this actually causes trouble because to be
memorable things need to be repeated, while to be catchy things need to have variety. This seems
to suggest the most memorable part of music and the catchiest part are not the same, which is not
consistent with our intuition. My hypothesis is that good composers can craftily integrate these
two rather contradictory sides in their music. Hooks tend to repeat, but they tend to repeat in
different ways - different tempi, different lyrics, different instrumentations, at different keys, etc.
- and appear at specific locations, say, the beginning of a section to make a contrast to the
previous section.
The result from my human experiment on summarization is very interesting to me. I was actually
very surprised with the cultural difference result from my experiment. The Chinese song where the
biggest difference occurred is a quite representative piece of Chinese pop music. Section B
containing the title of this song is no doubt the hook of this song for Chinese listeners - almost all
my Chinese friends can hum the tune of this section while few of them can memorize the tune of
Section A. However, the experimental result shows that all non-Chinese subjects chose Section A
as the hook of this song. Here are the reasons that came up in my mind. First, lyrics do play a role
in hook identification. All the Chinese subjects chose Section B as the hook at least partly because
it contains the title of the song, while the non-Chinese subjects had no clue about the words in
music. Second, due to the lack of exposure to Chinese pop music for these non-Chinese listeners,
they could not distinguish clearly the two sections after listening to the music for one or two times
during the experiment and thus they simply marked the first section of the piece (Section A) as the
hook. This also seems to suggest that maybe hook identification for human listeners is not as easy
as we think of; given a new musical piece of unfamiliar type, we might not be able to identify the
hook without listening to it enough times.
The musical salience detection problem came from a game that my previous roommate liked to
play with me. She wanted me to listen to a musical piece that I never heard before and guess the
composer or the singer. As long as it was by some artists whom I was familiar with, I always got it
right. She was very surprised and asked me how. I would tell her something like "Didn't you
notice that this singer always pronounces this character a little bit wrong?", or "This phrase sounds
like something composed by that composer." I realized that my judgment was typically based on
some small parts of music rather than the whole piece. When I saw Berenzweig's paper (2002) of
locating vocal part for singer identification, it reminded me of the game with my roommate. Can
machines automatically learn those characteristics of the artist from his/her works? Using the
vocal part for identifying a singer is still too broad; there should be something even smaller and
varying from artist to artist. Using confidence for this task is quite natural maybe. Previous
research has attempted to incorporate confidence in the classification tasks to see if it can improve
the accuracy, but no one attempted to investigate whether musical parts with high confidence by
computation are also the characteristic parts in our mind (which I call it salience in this
dissertation). My first experiment with this was actually using Neural Networks and its various
confidence measures. Disappointingly, there was no significant improvement of accuracy by
selecting frames based on confidence over selecting frames randomly; and there seemed no
correlation between the confidence and the salience of music. After that, I started to consider the
probabilistic approach, using predictive posterior probability as confidence. The result turned out
to be much better. The performance based on confidence is significantly better than random; and
the result did show some correlation between confidence and salience of music. There is one thing
interesting to me but not explored in this dissertation. Salience of music really depends on specific
tasks. If you compare singer A and singer B, you might find the main difference is in their high-
pitch range; but if you compare singer A and singer C, you might find the main difference is in
their low-pitch range. So, one experiment could be conducted: we have four data sets A, B, C and
D. For classification task 1, A and B belong to one class while C and D belong to the other class.
For classification task 2, A and C belong to one class while B and D belong to the other class. We
then can investigate how the salient parts of music change and the parts with high confidence
change based on different tasks and whether the changes are consistent. I hope my work in this
dissertation could be a step toward automatically learning the characteristics of artists from
corpora of acoustic musical signals.
7.2 Directions for Future Research
Throughout this dissertation, we have focused separately on four main issues related to analysis of
musical structure: tonality analysis, recurrent structure analysis, hook analysis and salience
analysis. These are actually all correlated problems, solving any of these problems can benefit
solving the others. For example, Chapter 4 showed how key detection could be useful for recurrent
structure analysis; Chapter 5 showed that hooks of music can be closely correlated with musical
form and structural accentuation. The salience analysis problem seems a little independent from
the other three. But, depending on what kind of judgment we are interested in, it can also be
related to music segmentation, which can help tuning the boundaries for analyzing recurrent
structure or other segmentation tasks. Therefore, the framework presented could be extended to
involve more correlations of different components of musical structures.
Furthermore, the problems addressed in this dissertation are by no means comprehensive for
analysis of musical structure, though they are all very important problems and might help solve
other problems in this area. For example, Chapter 3 showed how chord change detection can be
fused with other methods for beat tracking.
Only a limited amount of prior musical knowledge has been incorporated into the system. One
reason is the purpose to investigate the capability of the system to derive the statistical properties
from the data automatically to mimic amateur musicians and to make the system relatively
general. Another reason is that the author is not a professional musician; this makes it hard to
collect and encode the musical rules. We can imagine, with more musical knowledge, the accuracy
of the system should be able to improve significantly.
The greatest advances in the computational understanding of audio have come using techniques
that are primarily data driven. Correspondingly, the most broadly successful applications are ones
that have been trained with the greatest variance of training data. In particular, speech-related
applications have benefited from a tremendous amount of meticulously annotated training data.
Such a corpus is currently not available for machine listening applications. The wider
dissemination of musical source materials and recordings will hopefully lead to even greater
successes in this area of research.
The dissertation has presented some findings and hints for issues in music cognition: musical
memory, attentive listening, musical similarity, etc. Similarity between the behaviors of the
system and those of humans (e.g., the system made similar errors on key detection as humans) is
not enough to prove that the human mind works in the same way as the computer program does.
We will need more carefully designed human experiments to answer the questions about human
music perception.
7.3 Concluding Remarks
This dissertation was originally motivated by the author's Master's thesis work of building a
query-by-humming system, which allows the users to search for music by humming melodies.
With four years passed, this kind of system, though potentially very attractive on the market, has
not been quite commercialized as we hoped. One main reason is the lack of robust techniques for
processing acoustical musical signals to automatically build a melody database based on musical
recordings. One requirement of it is automatic segmentation and summarization of musical signals
for efficient indexing and searching. These kinds of techniques should be very useful to other
music information retrieval systems as well.
Since music information retrieval is an emerging but new field compared to speech, it is still in its
early stage where most current techniques were borrowed from speech processing and
understanding fields. We anticipate the major breakthroughs will take place when there are good
ways to combine those techniques from signal processing and machine learning, and principles on
music perception and cognition. Without a deep understanding of the human mind, the music
listening systems would never be really intelligent.
Appendix A
Table A-1: 21 classical piano solo pieces from CD "25 piano favorites"
1.Brahms: Rhapsody In G Minor Op. 79, No. 2
2. *Mozart: Piano Sonata No. 15 In C (I. Allegro)
3. *Schubert: Moment Musical No. 2
4. *Dvorak: Humoresque No. 7
5. Debussy: Prelude 'La Fille Aux Cheveux De Lin'
6. Grieg: 'Butterfly' From Lyrical Pieces
7. Chopin: Etude In C Minor, Op. 10 No. 12 'Revolutionary'
8. Scarlatti: Sonata In E
9. Debussy: Clair De Lune
10. *Rubenstein: Melody In F
11. Rachmaninoff: Prelude In C-sharp Minor, Op. 3 No. 2
12. *Paderewski: Menuett
13. Chopin: 'Military' Polonaise
14. Liszt: Liebestraum
15. *Chopin: Etude In E, Op. 10 No. 3 'Tristesse'
16. Scriabin: Etude, Op. 8 No. 12
17. *Beethoven: Minuet In G
18. *Mozart: Sonata No. 11 In A 'Rondo All Turca'
19. Debussy: Reverie
20. *Schumann: From Kinderszenen (1. Von Fremden Landern Und Menschen)
21. *Chopin: Waltz In D-flat, Op. 64 No. 1 'Minute Waltz'
* denotes the 10 pieces used for tonality and harmony analysis.
Table A-2: 26 Beatles songs from CD "the Beatles"
1.Brahms: Rhapsody In G Minor Op. 79, No. 2
2. Mozart: Piano Sonata No. 15 In C (I. Allegro)
3. Schubert: Moment Musical No. 2
4. Dvorak: Humoresque No. 7
5. Debussy: Prelude 'La Fille Aux Cheveux De Lin'
6. Grieg: 'Butterfly' From Lyrical Pieces
7. Chopin: Etude In C Minor, Op. 10 No. 12 'Revolutionary'
8. Scarlatti: Sonata In E
9. Debussy: Clair De Lune
10. Rubenstein: Melody In F
11. Rachmaninoff: Prelude In C-sharp Minor, Op. 3 No. 2
12. Paderewski: Menuett
13. Chopin: 'Military' Polonaise
14. Liszt: Liebestraum
15. Chopin: Etude In E, Op. 10 No. 3 'Tristesse'
16. Scriabin: Etude, Op. 8 No. 12
17. Beethoven: Minuet In G
18. Mozart: Sonata No. 11 In A 'Rondo All Turca'
19. Debussy: Reverie
20. Schumann: From Kinderszenen (1. Von Fremden Landern Und Menschen)
21. Chopin: Waltz In D-flat, Op. 64 No. 1 'Minute Waltz'
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